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ABSTRACT
This work explores the present-day interactions of a long-ago established tree disease complex
known as beech bark disease (BBD) that afflicts the American beech tree (Fagus grandifolia) in
northeastern North America. Disease development initiates when an exotic scale insect known as the beech
scale (Cryptoccocus fagisuga) infest susceptible American beech and feed on live parenchyma cells in the
outer bark. The interactions that occur between the beech scale and living bark predispose the host to
infection by two independently vectored species of pathogenic fungi: Neonectria faginata and Neonectria
ditissima. Infection by these fungi causes necrosis of bark and meristematic tissue that can girdle and kill
the host if infections are severe enough. However, disease development can be highly variable and host
trees can survive many decades under varying levels of chronic disease. Physical responses of the host to
disease cause heavy alterations in bark structure including fissures, cankers, necrosis, and other defects in
a complex mosaic that forms and changes with host growth and infection accumulation. As the primary
symptom of the disease, variation in altered bark structure matches the high variability observed in disease
expression within and between hosts. In long-affected stands, the interactions between the beech scale,
Neonectria fungi and physical bark response on individual hosts to current and prior infection appear to
shift and cause changes in disease severity and expression over time.
We test the hypothesis that host-mediated feedbacks associated with altered bark structure occur
between the insect and fungal disease agents in the system. Such feedbacks represent a potential explanation
for the high level of variability in disease agent populations, for the lack of a strong correlation between
putative mutualists/commensals in aftermath forests, and unpredictability associated with disease dynamics
in long-affected stands. To test the importance of bark type, we designed and carried out two experiments
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and an observational study that investigate different angles of the interactions occurring between insect and
host and fungi and host. Hosts were stratified by bark structure (rough and smooth) so that we could test
how differences in disease altered bark structure may interact within the larger framework of host-mediated
feedbacks between insect and fungi.
Our findings indicate that physical changes in bark structure have impacts both on scale insect
establishment rates and fungal growth. The two primary bark tissue types induced by the disease –
necrophylactic periderm (syn. wound periderm) and wound rhytidome – are found to be dichotomous in
quality for scale insect feeding and protection. However, the spatial amalgamation between these induced
tissue types across the bark surface can form a refugia for scale insect. The two pathogenic Neonectria
fungi were found to be impacted differently by altered bark structure. N. faginata was largely unaffected in
terms of growth while N. ditissima appeared to have better growth within hosts with altered bark structure.
Lastly, the beech scale was found to have a moderately antagonistic relationship with Neonectria growth
when it was present at low densities within the immediate area (<15 mm radius) of the bark tissue that was
experimentally inoculated with Neonectria fungi.
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CHAPTER 1 NON-SPECIFIC DEFENSIVE BARK

RESPONSES AND BEECH BARK DISEASE

INTRODUCTION
Tree bark consists of both living and nonliving tissue layers external to the vascular cambium. The
outermost layers of bark function as a protective physiochemical barrier to the surrounding environment.
Intact outer bark is a very important constitutive defense against microbial pathogens of the tree stem
including those that cause canker diseases (Blanchette & Biggs, 2013). A tree stem canker is defined as the
pathogenic infection of an area of living bark and cambium that results in the localized death of the cambium
and associated sapwood underlying the infected area (Hendry et al., 1998). Bark infecting microbes rely on
preexisting bark wounds, stress, insect associates, and/or special adaptations to successfully colonize host
bark tissue (Harun & Labosky, 1985; Schmidt, 2006). Pathogenic infections of living bark can vary in
severity and do not always result in the development of a true canker the involves infections of the cambium
and sapwood. If the cambium is not killed, the tree develops a superficial bark infection that does not meet
the full criteria of a true canker. Such superficial bark infections can generally be considered benign in their
effect on tree function.
Despite the serious mortality risks associated with bark pathogens, various levels of resistance in
forest trees against bark infections can commonly occur and be an important aspect of disease dynamics
depending on the disease. Partial resistance of a tree to a bark infection generally involves the combination
of host tissue chemistry, the rate of the compartmentalization process in the host and although there is much
to be learned, endophytic communities within the host can play a role in partial resistance and/or
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hypovirulence in the pathogen (Kolp et al., 2020; Shigo & Marx, 1977). Additionally, the ability of trees to
physically respond to bark injury and infection through the generation of replacement bark tissues is an
essential coevolved mechanism for survival under normal disease and pest pressures (Herms & Mattson,
1992). In fact, based on fossil records it is the current understanding that bark tissues associated with injury
response evolved prior to natively developing bark tissues (Serra et al., 2022).
In bark tissues, the compartmentalization process involves the development of new impenetrable
tissues that surround the injury, such tissues contain high concentrations of suberin and lignin (Biggs, 1986;
Ganley et al., 2008; Mullick, 1977). For example, in Sitka Spruce (Picea sitchensis) partial resistance to
the root rot pathogen Phaelous schweinitzii, the dyer's polypore, is related to the rapid development of new
suberized tissues around the wound site (Woodward & Pearce, 1988). American elm trees (Ulmus
americana) are well known for their rapid disappearance from the landscape due to Ophiostoma novo-ulmi,
the pathogen that causes Dutch Elm Disease. However, intermediate levels of resistance to Dutch Elm
Disease have been observed in some Ulmus species. Intermediate levels of resistance are related to the rapid
development of suberized barrier zones in the bark layer at a rate which successfully protects the vascular
cambium and xylem vessels from Ophiostoma novo-ulmi infection (Bonsen et al., 1985). The ability of host
trees to slow the growth rate of canker causing pathogens the induction of antifungal compounds has also
observed to be a component of partial resistance (Hunt, 1997).
Under the predicted outcomes of anthropogenic-induced climate change combined with the
inevitable continued introduction and spread of invasive forest insects and pathogens which appear to be
an inevitable by-product of global connectivity, canker causing pathogens present significant ecological
threats to forest structure as well as economic threats to tree farmers (Paap et al., 2022; Ramsfield et al.,
2016; Sturrock et al., 2011; Trumbore et al., 2015). However, predicting the severity of damage associated
with the spread of an existing or new forest health threat involves the consideration of a complicated set of
factors. Fundamentally, it is characteristics related to the host, pathogen and environment also known as
the “disease triangle”, which have the greatest predictive power for disease severity (Manion, 2003). For
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example, the spread and development of some canker diseases can be accurately predicted by examining
tree age, host genetics, and environmental stressors such as drought (Gilbert et al., 1994; Kolb et al., 2016;
Tainter & Baker, 1996).
Tree diseases also do not always cause adverse effects on the larger forest ecosystem. This is
especially true of diseases caused by native pathogens. In many cases, native pathogens can serve as
regulators of structural sustainability in forest systems. They may do this through contributing to a decline
disease and thus help drive the natural thinning process; which helps maintain baseline mortality (Castello
et al., 1995; Manion, 2003). However, environmental stressors tend to push native pathogens beyond a
regulatory role which can cause serious problems for land managers (Desprez-Loustau et al., 2006).
Invasive pathogens on the other hand do not require such factors as environmental stressors to cause major
disruptions in forest systems. Frequently, the arrival of an invasive pathogen will cause pre-existing patterns
and relationships among forest trees to rapidly devolve or shift into a state of imbalance and unpredictability
(Wingfield et al., 2016). The lack of coevolutionary responses between interacting hosts and invasive
pathogens can have disastrous effects on naïve host populations. Hosts may be quickly driven to functional
extinction, as was witnessed with the American Chestnut after the introduction of Cryptonectria parasitica
in North America (Anagnostakis, 1987).
Although less common, even in the case of invasive pathogens, partial resistance does occur and,
in such cases, phenotypic interactions between the host and pathogen may play a nontrivial role in
predicting disease dynamics (Stenlid & Oliva, 2016). Trees, as long-lived organisms, may accrue damages
and associated tissue reorganization and response in such cases. Canker diseases are known for strong
impacts on the physiology, structure and phenotypic expression of tree bark (Račko et al., 2022). Cankers
are to a large degree a symptom of an interaction between pathogen and host. By virtue, this indicates hosts
are surviving long enough to respond. Beech bark disease in North America is a canker disease where
especially in long-affected stands, hosts are observed to live with persistent or chronic infections for
multiple decades and in some cases, infections may only cause superficial damage. In such cases,
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susceptible trees undergo drastic changes to bark structure. These changes may be becoming an important
driver of long-term disease dynamics, given that altered bark structure is also an altered resource for disease
agents (Stenlid & Oliva, 2016; Vivas et al., 2015).

BARK ANATOMY AND NON-SPECIFIC BARK RESPONSE
The native periderm (originating as a natural, non-induced tissue) is a normal product of secondary
growth, it originates below the epidermis layer of first-year stems and quickly replaces this layer with
secondary growth (Figure 1-1) (Esau, 1960). Two important parts of the native periderm are the phellogen
and the phellem. It is the phellogen that actively produces one of the most important constitutive defenses
in bark, the phellem layer. Although dead at maturity, while the phellem is metabolically active, the cells it
is composed of synthesize cell walls containing suberin and other waxes which contain properties that
protect against degradation and infection by pathogens (Rains et al., 2018; Serra & Geldner, 2022).
Furthermore, many species have evolved to fortify the constitutive defense of the mature phellem layer
through the continual development of annually produced periderm layers within the outer phloem
parenchyma which comprise a rhytidome layer. During annual sequential periderm development, trees will
reallocate stored resources from outer phloem parenchyma, begin to develop a new periderm layer within
the phloem and abandon these outer phloem parenchyma tissues to the rhytidome (Ohse et al., 2022). The
rhytidome layer is a highly protective constitutive defense that can protect the tree stem from larger threats
such as insects, other macro-fauna and even fire (Rosell, 2016). Given that trees can live for many decades
and even centuries without succumbing to infection, these constitutive defenses seem highly effective
overall. Furthermore, given that secondary metabolic products can make up to 20% of bark composition,
trees all around the world have unique chemical and physical properties that have evolved as important
lines of defense against pests and pathogens (Pásztory et al., 2016; Romero, 2014). Compared to xylem,
the inner bark, or phloem, also contains high concentrations of nutrients, amino-acids, and sugars, and is
commonly fed upon by microbes and insects (Douglas, 1993, 2006).
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Figure 1-1: Cross section (XS) of American beech bark with a healthy periderm (blueish/green with an orange surface) and
a high density of stone cells (yellow) in the outer phloem. Fluorescence microscopy, dye: Acridine Orange (AO)

Fungi that colonize living phloem typically infect via bark wounds or directly through a bark
damaging vector such as woodboring insects to infiltrate the bark of their host (Figure 1-2) (Blanchard &
Tattar, 2013). (Oliva et al., 2014). In some cases, pathogens rely on unique avenues of infection such as the
ephemeral characteristics of lenticels in the periderms of developing shoots (Shigo, 1972). Lenticels can
provide weak points that can be used as a point of ingression by pathogens, such as in the bark of jarrah
(Eucalyptus marginata) to Phytophthora cinnamomi (O’Gara et al., 2009). While disease can result in tree
mortality, under normal environmental conditions, most trees with healthy bark are well adapted to many
types of localized injuries and infections against coevolved insects and microbes (Bishop et al., 2000;
Edmunds Jr & Alstad, 1978). A trees ability to defend and grow around stem damage in a protective way
is essential for tree survival at the species level (Romero et al., 2009).
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Figure 1-2: Outer phloem of beech bark with visible fungal tissue within parenchyma cells. Arrow 1: Fungal hyphae
interfacing with micro-wounds within outer phloem tissue. Arrow 2: Mass of fungal tissue within vacuole filled parenchyma
cells. Light microscopy, dye: Rhodamine red 6g & HCL

In slowly developing tree diseases, pathogens commonly undergo annual dynamics on the same
host where disease or pestilence is enough to support parasite populations without inducing rapid mortality
and instead inducing persistent levels of stress (Freeman et al., 2019). A few examples of common
pathogens that would fall into this category include Dibotryon morbosum (black knot, fungal), Inonotus
obliquus (chaga, fungal), Neonectria ditissima (perennial target canker, fungal), Eutypella parasitica
(Eutypella canker, fungal), Enterobacter nimipressuralis (slimeflux, bacterial) (Goychuk et al., 2020;
Manion, 2003; Marcone et al., 2018). Pathogenic microbes of trees are also commonly associated with
complex communities, resulting in an equivocal complex web of pathways between host and pathogen
interactions (Lamichhane & Venturi, 2015). Such complexities may involve positive and/or negative
feedbacks between disease agents and host during disease progression. Such feedbacks could also give rise
to nonlinear relationships among key variables and lead to heterogenous expression of signs and symptoms
of disease across multiple scales in the forest (Holdenrieder, 2004).
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BEECH BARK DISEASE
The beech bark disease complex (BBD) falls within the stem disease category. BBD is a tree disease
complex primarily affecting American beech (Fagus grandifolia) in North America. BBD develops on
beech from the interaction between a nonnative phloeophagous scale insect, the felted beech-scale
(Cryptococcus fagisuga) and either of two species of phytopathogenic fungi: the putatively native
Neonectria faginata (Castlebury et al., 2006) and/or the known native N. ditissima (Cotter & Blanchard,
1981). The birch margarodid (Xyloccoculus betulae), a native scale insect, has also been observed to have
a potential role in this disease complex under certain circumstances (Shigo, 1962). BBD progression is
unique among stem diseases because it can express as a rapid killer of the affected host or the host may
persist many decades after initial infection (Cale & McNulty, 2018; D. Houston et al., 1979). Once signs
of Neonectria begin to occur on beech, BBD acts as a rapidly developing disease with high mortality rates
(D. R. Houston et al., 1979). However, after this first wave of rapid development occurs, this disease shifts
to a much slower rate of development. In addition to natural selection processes removing the most
susceptible trees within the stand, the responses of less susceptible trees quickly restructure BBD dynamics
in the favor of host survival. Site factors such as slope and aspect do influence the rate of this restructuring,
however (Munck & Manion, 2006). This initiates a new balance (or equilibrium) between host, insect, and
fungi (Garnas et al., 2013). The development of this new balance between disease and host response is
correlated with reductions in mortality where multiple generations of Neonectria and Cryptococcus
fagisuga can persist on a single host. The disease complex and the integral shift in mortality rate from high
and rapid to decreasing and slow associated with stand level disease progression, can be characterized by
three distinct stages: the advancing front, the killing front, and the aftermath zone (D. R. Houston, 1975;
Shigo, 1972). The advancing front is initiated by the arrival and establishment of the exotic felted beech
scale within the stand. It has been universally observed that the scale insect must establish on a host for
Neonectria infection to occur (Ehrlich, 1934). The scale insect does not vector the fungus, however. Thus,
the felted beech scale is known as the predisposing factor in this disease complex, not a true vector. The
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killing front is characterized by signs of heavy Neonectria infection followed by high levels of host tree
mortality. C. fagisuga infestation can precede Neonectria infection by up to a decade in some
cases (Ehrlich, 1934; D. R. Houston, 1994). During this stage of the disease, a 50% mortality rate or higher
is expected for at least the first 10 years of infection (D. Houston et al., 2005). Once the above ground stems
of the most highly susceptible hosts have been killed and deteriorating into snags and large coarse woody
debris (McGee, 2000), disease dynamics begin to shift into the aftermath zone stage of BBD. The aftermath
stage is characterized by areas of forest where BBD agents have become established and persist within the
stand on surviving susceptible trees, root sprouts and advanced regeneration of beech ~10 cm in
diameter (D. R. Houston & Valentine, 1988) and occasionally on stems as small as 5 cm in
diameter (Giencke et al., 2014). One of the most important factors of the aftermath zone warranting further
research on BBD is the extremely high variation in BBD expression across areas within this phase of the
disease complex (Garnas et al., 2013).

THE HISTORY OF BBD IN NORTH AMERICA
Most New Hampshire forests have been considered in the aftermath stage since the 1970’s. Despite
the length of time BBD has been present, the mechanism and dynamics that give rise to the substantial
variation in disease expression throughout the forest is still not entirely understood. The records on
introduction and spread have been well documented, however. The first outbreak of beech bark disease in
North America occurred in Nova Scotia in the early 1920’s, about thirty years after the nonnative scale,
Cryptococcus fagisuga, was first reported in the public gardens of Halifax, Nova Scotia on imported
ornamental European beech (Fagus sylvatica) (Ehrlich, 1934). Cryptococcus fagisuga is currently
understood to have originated from the Caucasus Mountains of the country of Georgia, where it feeds on
its native host Fagus orientalis (Gwiazdowski et al., 2006). Neonectria faginata was not known prior to the
introduction of the beech scale in North America and was first thought to be a variety of the European
Neonectria coccinea before it was classified as a distinct species (Castlebury et al., 2006).
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The occurrence of the other BBD pathogen, Neonectria ditissima (formerly Nectria galligena) as
a component of BBD was not discovered until 1981 by graduate student and their advisor at the university
of New Hampshire (Cotter & Blanchard, 1981). And the occurrence of both species occurring on the same
tree was confirmed by Kasson & Livingston (2009). And most recently, this phenomenon of co-occurring
Neonectria species has been discovered to be more common than previously thought with and the two
species appear to have contrasting relationships with climate and tree decline (Morrison et al., 2021).
Neonectria ditissima is a common native canker forming pathogen in North America outside of the
BBD system. It is responsible for perennial target canker on a lengthy list of hardwood species as well as
Neonectria canker of apple and pear (Spaulding et al., 1936). To date, Neonectria faginata appears to be
the more aggressive of these pathogens as sampling has previously indicated N. faginata is capable of
largely replacing N. ditissima at the stand level (D. R. Houston, 1994; Kasson & Livingston, 2009).
However, a recent pathogenicity trial revealed the potential for the pathogenic growth rate of N. ditissima
to be greater than N. faginata (Stauder et al., 2020). Since 1920’s and 30’s when BBD was first described
in NA, it has continued to spread westward and southward over the continent across the range of American
beech at a spatiotemporally variable rate (McCullough & Wieferich, 2015; Morin et al., 2007). Jumps in
this spread have also occurred, most notably to West Virginia (Mielke & Houston, 1983) and Michigan
(O’Brien et al., 2001). The majority of BBD infected stands are considered to be in the aftermath stage
today (Cale et al., 2017).

UNCERTAINTY IN THE AFTERMATH FOREST
Because of the typically slow rate of development of BBD, tree host responses can cause
fluctuations in resource availability for stem cankering fungi and insect herbivores. Such fluctuations in
resource availability have the potential to drive population feedbacks between disease agents. Feedbacks
between plant enemy populations can potentially result in large effects on tree host populations through
promoting stabilizing negative feedbacks or contributing to positive feedbacks that can destabilize
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populations (Garnas et al., 2011). Susceptible beech may be capable of facilitating feedbacks between
disease agents via positive and negative fluctuations in accessible resources in the outer bark that are
reduced by infection or injury and increased by host response and growth. Host-mediated feedbacks may
play a major role in the persistence of the disease and such feedbacks likely differ for scale insect and fungi
respectively.
Despite the century of research, managing beech bark disease and the forest types where American
beech is a major component remains challenging. The challenge stems from the fact that once beech bark
disease reaches endemic status within a stand, disease expression becomes highly variable. This appears to
be partially due to the fact disease agents can develop some form of self-regulation which preserves host
populations, allowing disease agents to persist within the stand indefinitely (Garnas et al., 2011). This high
variability and constant persistence of disease agents create a major barrier for understanding and making
predictions of disease dynamics over small and large spatial and temporal scales. Thus, making well
informed, reliable management recommendations is not currently fully possible.
Despite this, there has been consistent work done over the years that has increased our ability to
make informed decisions regarding promoting resistance and tree improvements from the remaining gene
pool of American beech affected by and yet to be affected by BBD. Mize and Lea, (1979) developed a
protocol for estimating probabilities of infected tree mortality based on continuous and discrete
characteristics of individual trees prior to the onset of BBD – only tree DBH and prior canopy damage or
thinness were predictive, with many trees in all categories outliving the study. Not long after this, a
histological study revealed that BBD contributed to necrophylactic periderm development in beech. It is
this necrophylactic periderm that ultimately contributes to highly diverse bark structures within a tree
population that originally had one of the most uniform and consistent outer bark structures of all local native
species in northeastern North America (Figure 1-3) (W. D. Ostrofsky & Blanchard, 1983).
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Figure 1-3: Diagram depicting the components of native periderm on American beech. HP: Healthy periderm, M: mature
outer phloem, PC: parenchyma cells, SC: stone cells, periderm stained with Sudan IV in the right most panel, 200x
magnification

Around the same time, as Ostrofsky and Blanchard's work, Burns & Houston (1987) developed a
system to estimate presence and severity of wood defects based on the current bark structure of the host.
Then at the turn of the century (D. B. Houston & Houston, 2000) began work to clarify the complex
relationships between beech bark disease and stand genetic structure. Theories have been also proposed
pertaining to distinct multiplayer pathways involving distinct groups of BBD associated species and
secondary metabolites within the tree (Cale et al., 2015). And most recently, a genome wide association
study (GWAS) has identified a single locus of major effect contributing to BBD resistance in American
beech (Ćalić et al., 2017). This doesn’t even scratch the surface of all the valuable contributions made by
forest scientists in understanding this disease complex.
Despite all this valuable work, it is still not known how host characteristics related to bark structure
impact the trajectory of disease within a single host, stand or landscape over time. Differing bark structures
from prior BBD infection and response clearly causes resource quality to vary over space and time on the
stem of a single host as well as between trees but how shifts in bark resource quality interact with disease
dynamics is unclear. Determining how altered bark structure interacts with disease agent populations and
symptom severity will improve tree improvement efforts and stand management plans by allowing for the
selection of beech trees capable of developing potentially protective bark structures as well as resistant
trees. Leaving such trees behind is important because the cutting of beech often triggers the recruitment of
more beech of seed and root sprout origin at a higher density than before (Mettey, 2018). This typically
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interferes with the natural regeneration of other more economically valuable native species (Nyland et al.,
2006).
The current understanding of bark structure in the aftermath forest of BBD is that it is highly
variable between trees with no clear spatial patterns (W. Ostrofsky et al., 1984). Bark structure may range
from smooth (as in disease-free beech) to extremely gnarled, with a whole range of phenotypes occurring
in between. The apparent structural differences in bark type are correlated to variations in site
characteristics, host genetics and pathogenicity appears to potentially be characterizable into distinct
categories which involve distinct phenotypic expression of cankers, periderm and/or rhytidome (Figure A
1). The bark responses of American beech to aftermath beech bark disease have the potential to be
characterized into whole-tree bark syndromes, such syndromes may offer protection to BBD in some cases,
while facilitate to further tree decline in other cases. In essence, syndromes are simply indicators of the type
and extent a host can respond to the disease or pest of which it is afflicted and in the case of BBD syndromes
are different expressions of altered bark structure (Lombardero et al., 2019).
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Figure 1-4: Right: Example of a mature American beech stem with heavily wound induced bark structure. A continuous
layer of wound induced rhytidome covers the entire stem. Such a response has the potential to be characterized as a
protective bark syndrome induced by disease. Left: Cross section (XS) of highly developed wound rhytidome. Light
microscopy, dye: rhodamine red 6g

The extent of protection or disease facilitation of altered bark structure may differ for insects and
fungi temporally. This research investigates this possibility within the greater framework of hypothesized
host-mediated feedbacks between disease agents discussed prior. Chapter two focuses on studies that we
conducted related to testing interactions between bark responses to prior BBD, micro-environmental aspects
of bark and scale insect establishment. And the content in chapter three pertains to the studies we conducted
testing interactions and relationships between bark responses and Neonectria species.

THE FUTURE OF BEECH
The American beech is a unique temperate North American tree that provides substantial resources
to North American wildlife. Beech nuts provide that highest fat source out of any hard mast in northeastern
temperate forests (Jakubas et al., 2005). Fecundity rates of such large mammals as black bears are strongly
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correlated to masting years of beech (Costello & Sage Jr, 1994). American beech does not produce annual
crops as they have semi-periodic mast years (Cleavitt & Fahey, 2017). Beech nuts are deeply embedded in
the ecology of northern temperate hardwood forests and BBD induced changes in hard mast production rate
could present dire consequences for certain wildlife species as beech and oak nuts have largely needed to
replace the gap left with the loss of American chestnuts (Loo, 2009). And in addition to the high value to
wildlife, beechnuts have potential as a high fat and protein crop for human consumption. Tree farms have
begun taking more interest in this in the recent years, as there are very few pests of beechnuts and breeding
efforts have been limited up until now (Fuller, 1896, 2020). Sawmills tend to shy away from the use of
beech due to undesirable characteristics of the wood including a twisted grain, high defect occurrence due
to BBD, and the complete absence of rot resistance. Given the bad reputation beech wood has in the lumber
industry, individuals have taken to creative ways to add commercial value such as the utilization of pigment
producing fungi to give the wood a unique appearance (Robinson et al., 2012). Also, beech wood is regarded
as a very good fuel as it burns hot and the coals last long (Silver, 2019). The number of pests and disease
of American beech have been on the rise over the past few decades with beech leaf disease (BLD) being a
highly concerning new threat that has continued to spread rapidly and overlap with (Ewing et al., 2019;
Marra & LaMondia, 2020). Thus, there is a fair amount of urgency in honing in on the subtle mysteries of
aftermath dynamics that give rise to such large variation in BBD expression.
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CHAPTER 2 PATTERNS OF CRYPTOCOCCUS

FAGISUGA COLONIZATION WITH
INTERACTING BARK INJURY AND RESPONSE
IN BBD AFTERMATH FORESTS
INTRODUCTION
The felted beech scale (Cryptococcus fagisuga) is an exotic scale insect known as the predisposing
factor to the development and spread of the insect-fungal disease complex known as beech bark disease
(BBD) affecting American beech (Fagus grandifolia) in North America (D. Houston et al., 1979). BBD is
one of the most widespread influential forest diseases of the northeastern, US, and has had a substantial
impact on forest structure that tends to be and highly variable and therefore unpredictable (Forrester et al.,
2003; Garnas, Ayres, et al., 2011; Manion & Griffin, 2001). In some areas, particularly in New England,
by the 1970’s, BBD had become a persistent and ubiquitous disease directly impacting nearly all susceptible
hosts within this region (D. R. Houston, 1975). Such areas are known as aftermath zones. Despite the
predictable dynamics and impact associated with the spread of BBD, disease expression and its impact on
overall forest structure in the aftermath zone are highly variable and therefore have proven to be
unpredictable (Garnas et al., 2013).
The highly variable dynamics and impact of the aftermath zone present challenging problems for
land managers. Uniquely, the problem does not stem from the loss of beech but from the increase in
understory beech stems associated by disease driven restructuring of the diameter distribution of this
species. This restructuring can cause problems for other more desirable species such as sugar maple.
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Therefore, removal of beech completely has been a proposed strategy by some (Forrester et al., 2003).
However, just as beech persist in the wake of the initial spread of BBD, they are very difficult to
mechanically remove (Mettey, 2018). This is in part due to their prolific root sprouting capabilities.
Therefore, new management strategies that mitigate the impact of BBD on beech population structure is
highly desirable. Unfortunately, this has not been possible to date due the highly variable but constant
disease pressure at complete saturation within all stands that BBD has reached thus far (Garnas et al., 2013).
Additionally in aftermath zones, the symptoms of BBD frequently become much easier to notice than the
signs. This is because in response to insect feeding and fungal infection, the bark induces physical wounding
responses that significantly alter the bark structure of the host. In fact, such symptoms are so prolific that
aftermath BBD appears to be contributing to a fundamental shift in the phenotypic expression of the bark
structure of American beech. Much like BBD aftermath disease dynamics, these phenotypic changes in
bark structure present with high variability across the landscape (W. D. Ostrofsky & Blanchard, 1984).
Two major unanswered questions surrounding C. fagisuga in aftermath forests are, 1) does this
insect contribute to BBD dynamics in others ways than as a predisposing factor and, 2) how does altered
bark structure affect scale insect establishment rates (Cale et al., 2012; Garnas et al., 2013; Kunkel, 1968;
Lonsdale, 1983). This is not known because in the aftermath zone where C. fagisuga has persisted for
several decades, distinguishing between current and legacy interactions of BBD dynamics is very
challenging from an observational approach. In this work, we attempt to clarify the role(s) of C. fagisuga
in aftermath dynamics and the disease mediated impacts of C. fagisuga through experimental methods with
the aim increasing control over observed variability. This chapter focuses on how the disease mediated
impact of altered bark structure from prior Neonectria infection affect insect colonization rates. Answering
this question is an important part of the our overall goal to test for hypothesized host-mediated feedbacks
between disease agents.
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THE BEECH SCALE
The native range of C. fagisuga has been traced to the country of Georgia where oriental beech
(Fagus orientalis) is the host. This insect is also widely found on Fagus sylvatica throughout Europe as an
introduced species (Gwiazdowski et al., 2006). The details on the spread of the felted beech throughout
Europe is not well known but this spread eventually led to the unintentional introduction of this insect into
North America in the 1890’s (Ehrlich, 1934). This introduction is believed to have occurred on a shipment
of ornamental European beech that was planted in the public gardens of Halifax, Nova Scotia (D. R.
Houston, 2005). The first observation of the felted beech scale establishing on wild American beech hosts
of the surrounding forests of Halifax was observed in 1911 (Hewitt, 1914). Although the precise mechanism
has never been demonstrated, it is widely accepted that small feeding injuries to living bark tissue caused
be the beech scale physiologically alter the bark tissue in a unique way that allows the pathogenic fungal
component of BBD to infect the host (Figure A 6) (D. R. Houston et al., 1979; Lonsdale, 1983). The fungal
component of BBD consists of two bark pathogens in the same genus: Neonectria faginata and Neonectria
ditissima. In terms of harm to the host, the fungal component is more aggressive compared to the scale
insect (Castlebury et al., 2006; Cotter & Blanchard, 1981; Ehrlich, 1934). Some research has also suggested
that the birch margorodid scale, Xylococculus betulae, a native insect that colonizes various trees hosts in
North America including beech, can also serve as a predisposing agent to Neonectria infection. Though to
date, the sporadic but generally low occurrence of X. betulae suggests that it is a minor player in the BBD
system (Cale et al., 2015; Shigo, 1962). Associations between scale insects and canker causing fungi is not
unique to BBD. In fact, in the last 5 years, scale insects have been found to be associated with at least two
emerging pathological threats to forest tree species. These include an association with Matsucoccus
macrocicatrus and Calicsiopsis pinea on Pinus strobus and Matsucoccus sp. and Diplodia ganea on
Quercus rubra (Asaro et al., 2018; Sinclair & Lyon, 2005). Therefore, the continued study of BBD will
likely provide insight on newly emerging forest health threats.
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INITIAL DISEASE SPREAD
The initial progression of this disease in a previously healthy stand of American beech is
characterized by two distinct and predictable stages: the advancing front and the killing front. During the
advancing front, the beech scale establishes in high numbers and serves as the predisposing factor to the
infection of Neonectria on American beech hosts. The killing front follows the advancing front and is
characterized by signs of heavy Neonectria infection (fruiting), reductions in scale insect populations and
an increase in beech mortality rates to 50% on average and up to 80% has been observed (D. R. Houston et
al., 2005; Zabel et al., 1958). The timing between the advancing front and the killing front can vary. In
some cases, there has been a delay of approximately 10 years between the two (D. R. Houston, 1975). In
most areas of the northeast, both the advancing front and the killing front of this disease complex occurred
several decades ago during the 1960’s and 1970’s (Cale et al., 2017; D. Houston et al., 1979).

THE AFTERMATH
After the killing front stage rapidly kills the aboveground portions of the most susceptible beech
stems, mortality rates drop, and disease patterns shift into what is referred to as the aftermath stage and
forests within this stage are simply called aftermath forests. Despite the high levels of mortality associated
with the killing front stage, beech persist as a dominant species within BBD aftermath forests. The precise
mortality rate of beech in BBD aftermath forests is highly variable and there is no obvious relationship
between apparent mortality and disease severity (Garnas et al. 2013). It is this time that the on-going shifts
in disease dynamics become highly variable over spatiotemporally and changes in forest structure become
generally unpredictable (Garnas et al., 2011; Kasson & Livingston, 2012).
Within the aftermath stage, there is an increase in the distribution of smaller diameter beech because
smaller trees typically experience a lower severity of infection which supports their survivorship and
because infected trees experience reductions in radial growth (Gavin and Peart 1993). Furthermore, only 13% of trees are typically found to be completely resistant to C. fagisuga in aftermath forests (D. B. Houston
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& Houston, 2000; D. R. Houston, 1982; Stephanson & Ribarik Coe, 2017). Therefore, almost all beech
continue to be chronically infected by BBD in aftermath stands. Due to the continued high availabilty of
susceptible hosts, BBD agents constantly persist within aftermath stands on surviving susceptible trees, root
sprouts and advanced regeneration of beech ~10 cm in diameter and occasionally on stems as small as 5
cm in diameter (Giencke et al. 2014). This constant persistence results in the complete saturation of C.
fagisuga and Neonectria throughout BBD aftermath forests, facilitating the continuous infection and
reinfection of aftermath beech populations with BBD agents (Garnas et al., 2013). Additionally, long-term
FIA data indicates that not only do beech remain as a dominant species in the aftermath forest stage, but
that beech also appear to be increasing in relative abundance compared to other trees in BBD aftermath
forests over the past three decades (Bose, Weiskittel, and Wagner 2017).
Due to the increasingly high number of beech present in the range of aftermath BBD and the low
number of individuals completely resistant to the disease, it is common to see a wide range of responses to
BBD. Full resistance to BBD occurs in hosts that are completely resistant to the beech scale. This is because
without the beech scale feeding, there are no Neonectria infections. However, in hosts that are not
completely resistant to the beech scale it is the variable levels in infection severity both in terms of number
of individual infections as well as the size of each individual infection that will lead to different outcomes
in altered bark structure. The size of individual infection is controlled by the components of the disease
triangle (Francl, 2001) including host genetics related to resistance, virulence of the pathogen, and
environmental factors that impact the host or pathogen. These factors in relation to Neonectria virulence
will be discussed in detail in chapter three.
What is most important for the experiments discussed in this chapter is that the interactions between
host, pathogen, and environment interact on a level that physically manifest as highly altered but variable
bark structure within host trees and between host trees. It is important to add here that smooth bark trees
both resistant and susceptible varieties are mixed among altered trees. Typically, susceptible smooth bark
trees are younger, and the environmental factors may be delaying the inevitable alterations to come. In fact,
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much of the variability is due to the delicate balance that occurs between disease triangle factors and within
disease triangle factors in the aftermath zone. Additionally, as represented in Figure 2-1, the extent of
altered bark structure is not correlated with functional impact.

Figure 2-1: Visual representation of three distinct physical bark responses to BBD and the associated functional impact.
Variation in these responses is related to variation in the relative strength of disease triangle factors. Smooth bark, yet to
be infected trees are not included in this diagram but they deserve special mention as they are also a major player in
aftermath dynamics, see Figure 1-2 for a diagram of smooth bark beech

The high variation in beech bark structure in long established aftermath zones symptomatically
presents as highly variable levels of native, induced, and nonliving bark tissues including native periderm,
native rhytidome, wound rhytidome, wound periderm, and exposed decaying deadwood visible along the
stems of hosts. All trees start out with a clean slate so to speak with continuous native periderm that
expresses as smooth continuous outer bark surface but only offers a thin physical layer of protection (see
Figure 1-3 for visual representation). Ultimately, it is the development of wound rhytidome tissue that gives
rise to the rough bark structure that is common among American beech in BBD aftermath forests (W. D.
Ostrofsky & Blanchard, 1984). Within the aftermath zone, chronically diseased beech are capable of living
at least 30 years post initial infection with minimal functional losses despite heavily altered outer bark
structure (Cale & McNulty, 2018). On trees that succumb to more severe infections with higher functional
impacts, the development of exposed wounds contributes to tree decline. In such cases it is often structural
failure due to the development of decay columns from secondary pathogens that deals the final blow
(Manion, 1981).
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At the localized level, infection triggers formation of both wound rhytidome (nonliving tissue) and
development of wound periderm which is new living tissue that is highly vulnerable to insect herbivory
(Mullick, 1977). However, the nature of physical bark response at this localized level presents a dichotomy
for predicting future scale insect establishment. In this dichotomy, wound rhytidome restricts scale insect
establishment and wound periderm facilitates it. However, when both tissue types are heterogeneously
represented on the bark surface, they can form a refugia for scale insects where the rhytidome shelters and
protects insect feeding on the underlying wound periderm (Wainhouse & Gate, 1988). In contrast when
wound rhytidome is homogenously expressed at the bark surface, scale insect colonization is greatly
restricted.

In summary, the structural changes of beech bark from individual infections are a result of the
formation of wound rhytidome (Figure 2-2), and the development of vulnerable wound periderm (Figure
2-3). The formation and development of these tissues cause continuous changes in the accessibility of fresh
bark tissue for scale insects and fungi. Therefore, bark responses from prior infection and damage also
interact with future rates of scale infestation, infection, and damage. In terms of the beech scale, wound
rhytidome plays a significant role in protection from future establishment (Wainhouse et al., 1988), wound
periderm plays a significant role in harboring scale insect colonies, especially due to its vulnerable
immature state as a newly developing tissue (Biggs et al., 1984; Wainhouse et al., 1988).

Figure 2-2: Diagram representing the components of wound induced rhytidome on American beech. DT: dead tissue, M:
mature outer phloem, 1P: original periderm, G: scale insect induced micro-gall, square brackets indicate wound rhytidome,
round brackets indicate wound periderm, cross section in the right most panel is stained with rhodamine red, light
microscopy, 200x magnification
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Figure 2-3: Diagram representing the development of wound rhytidome on American beech from delimited cankers. DT:
dead tissue, M: mature outer phloem, I: immature phloem, PC: parenchyma cells, 1P: original periderm, square brackets
indicate wound rhytidome, round brackets indicate wound periderm, cross section in the right most panel is stained with
sudan IV to highlight the suberized necrophylactic periderm (syn. wound periderm), light microscopy, 200x magnification

HYPOTHESIS
Based on the dichotomy between the impact of disease induced wound rhytidome and wound
periderm on scale insect establishment, we hypothesize that the apparent high variation in aftermath BBD
dynamics is due to host-mediated feedbacks between scale insect and Neonectria fungi. This is because at
the localized level, it is Neonectria infection that drives host responses that impact scale insect
establishment, and we know initially the impact of Neonectria is negative on scale insect because of the
necrosis of the outer bark that infections cause (Shigo, 1972). However, Neonectria apparently rely on
feeding injuries to reinfect as it has never been observed otherwise, so this effect on scale insect will
eventually impact negatively impact Neonectria infection rates. However, the component of time in relation
to secondary growth in the host also interact with bark structure. Host growth interactions contribute to
rhytidome fissuring and periderm exposure. The heterogeneity between wound periderm and wound
rhytidome create new refugia for scale insect populations which have the potential to switch the current
scale insect – altered bark interaction from negative to positive for scale insect establishment.
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Figure 2-4: Visual representation of the factor of time in relation to the disease triangle as a framework for understanding
modulations in bark substrate quality for scale insect populations as a result host response to disease and normal secondary
growth over time. Host response is not separate from pathogen and environmental factors. Arrow A: Wound periderm
colonized by scale insect, Arrow B: wound rhytidome contributing to scale insect refugia

HYPOTHESIS TESTING
To test this hypothesis, we investigated interactions between scale insect establishment and areas
of beech bark with disease induced structural alterations (rough bark) and without structural alterations
(smooth bark). To do this, we conducted a field experiment and complimentary observational study. For
our field experiment, we manipulated scale insect propagule pressure by challenging patches of beech bark
with beech scale eggs in an artificial manner across tree sizes and the extent of previous BBD induced bark
injury (rough or smooth). Then, to investigate differences in scale insect establishment over a wider range
of bark responses, we also collected data on scale insect establishment, bark responses and overall BBD
severity in a companion hybrid observational/photometric study for 800 American beech trees over six sites
across a latitudinal gradient through the state of New Hampshire. In our observational study, we also
included site latitude and trunk aspect as potential environmental variables interacting within host-mediated
interactions between disease agents.
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METHODS
CHALLENGE ASSAY EXPERIMENT
LAB AND FIELD METHODS
To assess felted beech scale insect establishment across different bark structures, we artificially
challenged 91 living American beech trees with scale insect eggs. The protocol we used to collect and
deliberately challenge areas of bark on living trees with felted beech scale eggs is closely based on
methodology developed by (D. R. Houston, 1982; Koch & Carey, 2014). Trees were stratified into four
groups based on two diameter size classes and two bark types: Size Class 1, 10 - 20 cm dbh; Size Class 2,
20 - 30 cm dbh; Bark Type Rough, rough bark texture with clear signs and symptoms of prior BBD; and
Bark Type Smooth, smooth bark texture. A minimum of 20 trees were set up for each bark type and
diameter size class combination.
Although scale insect levels were not included as an element of tree stratification, it was assumed
that at least a subset of smooth bark trees likely have some level of resistance to BBD given the lack of
alteration to their bark from prior disease. Experimental trees varied in pre-existing scale insect levels from
absent (rating 0) to moderate (a mean rating 2.5) (Table A 1). These two simple bark type groupings for
this experiment were chosen because these categories are shown to be an overall effective way to distinguish
between beech trees with and without prior BBD (Leak, 2006). Therefore, trees were classified as smooth
bark if they exhibited minimal evidence (>90%-100% cover healthy bark at the whole tree level) of prior
infection and trees were classified as rough bark if they exhibited extensive altered bark structure from prior
bark lesions characteristic of Neonectria infection. These specific diameter classes were chosen because
they are common size classes and prior research has demonstrated that most susceptible trees harbor beech
scale colonies by the time the tree reaches approximately 10 cm in diameter and trees over 30 cm dbh are
rare (D. R. Houston, 1975, 1983). Therefore, those trees with smooth bark and no scale insect in this
experiment were expected to be resistant.
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Trees spanned across three fragmented forested areas all within a 5-mile radius of one another in
the greater Durham, NH area. These properties included College Woods, Kingman Farm and East Foss
Farm, all of which are owned by the University of New Hampshire. Before each experimental tree was
challenged with insect eggs, we assessed the base level of tree health and BBD signs and symptoms based
on a categorical rating system in the field (Table A 1). All selected trees had full healthy crowns when the
experiment was set up. Successional status was not used as a criterion for tree selection because although
relationships have been hypothesized, unlike for tree size, there is no strong evidence indicating beech
crown class impacts disease severity (Gove & Houston, 1996; D. R. Houston & Valentine, 1988). The
cohort of codominant and dominant associates at experimental sites were red oak (Quercus rubra), red
maple (Acer rubrum), eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus) and black
birch (Betula lenta). We acknowledge that forest composition and age influences site factors that may
interact with American beech physiology and bark chemistry and thus interact with BBD dynamics (Latty
et al., 2003; Twery & Patterson III, 1984). However, forest composition was also not included as a criterion
in experimental tree selection because it was deemed not directly relevant to the hypotheses being tested.
The experiment was focused exclusively on the influence of tree size, egg density and bark structure
characteristics on scale insect establishment.
The eggs used for the artificial infestations were collected over a 5-day period from 7/22/20197/26/2019 from beech stands in College Woods, Durham, NH; Kingman Farm, Madbury, NH and
Pawtuckaway, Nottingham, NH. Collected eggs were stored at 4 degrees Celsius from the day they were
collected until the day of artificial infestation to delay hatching and prevent desiccation. To collect eggs, a
soft paintbrush was used to gently brush beech scale insect colonies and their egg saturated flocculent
masses, containing 100’s of eggs per centimeter into a 1-gallon sized zip-lock bag that was taped to the
bole of the tree. These zip-lock bags also contained a moist piece of polyurethane foam, to reduce any risk
of desiccation of the collected eggs.
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Next, we built a small egg sieve to separate the scale insect eggs from residual materials such as
dirt particles, flocculent masses, as well as other arthropods, especially mites. To make this sieve, a piece
of nylon mesh with 250-micron size holes was stretched and secured between a 6-inch long and 3-inchwide PVC pipe and coupling to serve as an insect egg sieve. All sifted eggs were pooled into a heterogenous
mixture from all trees and sites. This was done because even though C. fagisuga is known to be
parthenogenic in North America, pooling eggs together is still necessary because of the possibility of
different mutations among different populations and the potential for host tracking. Host tracking is a
phenomenon observed by (Wainhouse & Howell, 1983) in which scale populations acclimate to specific
bark conditions and tissue qualities of a specific host tree.
Since scale insect eggs have an area of approximately 250 microns (comparable to a grain of sand)
we took a volumetric approach to partition eggs into approximate densities that could be applied to
experimental trees in the field. For this approach, we first counted out three different densities of eggs: 500,
1000, 1500. Then we filled a separate 0.5 mL microcentrifuge tube with each density. Next, we used a
digital caliper to measure the distance from the base of the tube to the top of the egg volume for each of the
three densities. We then used these volume height measurements to draw fill-lines for the three different
densities on the outside of empty micro-centrifuge tubes. We then proceeded to fill 120 tubes of each
density. Given time restraints for fieldwork, we chose to estimate variation in scale insect volumetric
densities using photo thresholding. To image eggs in a way to detect and isolate as many individual eggs
as possible in a photo; we gently poured the contents of an individual tube representing a specific egg
density into a weigh boat. Then, we gently shook the weigh boat to evenly disperse the eggs as much as
possible to reduce overlap and touching between individual eggs. Then we captured digital images of the
eggs within the weight boat using a dissecting scope at 20x magnification. For all eggs to be within the
frame view at 20x magnification, popsicle sticks were glued into a small rectangular frame to house the
eggs within the weigh boat. The microscope stage was lit from the bottom-up but not from the top-down to
create the best contrast possible between pixels representing eggs and background pixels. Within each
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digital image, the pixel clusters representing the image data for eggs could be easily isolated from the
background into individual binary particles using image thresholding. However, since some eggs were
touching, not all particles represented only one egg. So, we then applied a watershed filter to pixel clusters
that splits irregular shaped particles at their most narrow width. This allowed us to rapidly estimate egg
counts. To check egg density counts more thoroughly, 20 tubes of each density were also intentionally
frozen and preserved and we later manually counted the number of eggs in 20 tubes of each density to
confirm to accuracy of photo thresholding estimates. When this more precise counting was done, it was
determined that dirt particles smaller than the insect eggs caused a larger variation in the volumetric
densities of eggs than expected. The accurately counted means for the densities of eggs applied was 1020,
1080, and 1330 (Table A 2) which differed from our intended densities of 500, 1000, 1500. However,
orthogonal contrasts between these three densities show there was still a significant difference between the
two lower densities and the high density (Table A 3). Therefore, we decided to only consider two densities
in hypothesis testing rather than three.
During the entire process of egg density partitioning and preparation for reinfestation, eggs were
always stored at a temperature of 4-degrees Celsius until the day they were applied to experimental trees.
In total, eggs were stored between 12-17 days depending on the day collected (July 22-26, 2019) and the
day applied (August 2-7, 2019). Two egg viability tests were also conducted from the heterogenous egg
mixture that our egg densities were partitioned from. The egg quantities used for viability tests were 197
and 231 for test 1 and 2 respectively and the hatch rate was found to be 96.5%. Viability tests were based
on the methods of (Koch & Carey, 2014) and involved the applying of a ring of petroleum jelly within a
glass petri-dish and then placing a known quantity of eggs in the middle and then leaving them at room
temperature for two weeks based on the methods. After this time, the number of nymphs caught in the
petroleum jelly ring or actively crawling within the ring were counted to compare the number of hatched
eggs to the original egg count.
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Trees were artificially infested over a 5-day period from August 2nd to August 7th, 2019. Before
applying the eggs, the bark surface of every tree was thoroughly brushed with a stiff-bristled masonry brush
to remove any existing scale insect on the bark surface at breast height including a 1.5 ft area above dbh
and below dbh as well. Once pre-existing scale insect colonies were removed, we applied the three
approximate densities of C. fagisuga eggs each onto the center of a moistened open-cell polyurethane
rectangular foam pad. Each foam pad had an approximate height of 15 cm, a width of 10 cm and a thickness
of 1 cm. Three foam pads containing one of each egg density were then evenly spaced and fastened around
the circumference of the tree at breast height with paracord. Finally, a sheet of vapor-permeable house wrap
was wrapped around the fastened pads of foam and sealed to the bark surface as completely as possible
using silicone sealant and tightly stretched duct tape.
One year later, from July 20th to August 12th, 2020, the vapor-permeable house-wrap and foam pads
were removed to expose the results of the experimental scale insect egg challenges. During the process of
removing the pads, the area encompassing the bark underneath the pad was traced with a wax lumber crayon
and labeled so that the precise area that scale insect eggs were challenged could be photographed. Vertical
lines were then drawn approximately equidistant between each neighboring pad. This was done to divide
the tree into thirds based on the position of each challenge assay to ensure the entire circumference of the
tree was photographed and that images could be stitched together if it was deemed necessary. The camera
we used to capture image data was a Canon Mirrorless EOS R with a 30.3 megapixel full-frame CMOS
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) sensor. The CMOS sensor converts light into electrical
signals which are then processed into a digital image file. The lens that we used was 100MM F/2.8 macro
USM (ultra-sonic motor) lens.
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Figure 2-5: Pictorial overview of challenge assay experiment field methods. A) Eggs in 0.5 mL micro centrifuge tube at 20x
magnification, B) Applying moist foam pad with scale insect eggs to tree, C) Experimental tree fully set up, D) Imaging
establishment, E) Image of establishment

IMAGE ANALYSIS METHODS
Image analysis was the chosen method of scale insect quantification based on supporting evidence
in previous studies investigating Cryptococcus fagisuga establishment that have demonstrated that the area
of wax mass produced by the insect is highly correlated to colony size and that photometrics of wax mass
areas is a plausible approach to quantifying scale insect establishment (Teale et al., 2009). There were three
overall objectives in designing and conducting the following image analysis methods; 1) quantify insect
percent cover as a continuous variable for scale insect establishment; 2) quantify biologically and
pathologically important features of the bark that allow for the testing of relationships between native and
wound induced tissues, and 3) develop a way to quantify micro-variation in bark surface structure – namely
fissuring – to investigate fine scale differences in bark structure and scale insect establishment.

Labeling and quantifying scale insect establishment
With the digital images of the challenge assay establishment results, the percent cover of scale
insect colonies was quantified in each image which represented the area that the foam pad covered. To
extract this percent cover data, images were processed through a scaling, transformation, sorting, object
labeling, and data extraction pipeline using the open-source image analysis program, ImageJ (Schindelin et
al., 2012). To set the spatial scale in each image, prior to imaging of each challenge assay, chicken wire
with 12.7 mm spacings was wrapped around the tree as a scaling object. We took the mean horizontal
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distance in pixels from a minimum of 5 chicken wire spacing measurements (the distance between
neighboring parallel vertical wires) to set a pixel to millimeter conversion value for each image. Once the
image scale was set, we cropped each image to only display pixels from within the pad area for each
challenge assay. Foam pads were originally cut to have an approximate area of 150 mm x 100 mm area
(15,000 mm2). Since these cuts were not exact, we standardized the differences in area for comparison
purposes by using the percent cover of scale insect colonies and bark features in our subsequent analyses.
Furthermore, given that we chose not to standardize scale (the distance between the camera and the bark
surface) before capturing each image, the pixel to mm ratio varied for each image, because of this, challenge
assay quadrats varied in pixel number. In future studies the standardization of distance between the area of
interest and the camera is recommended, as it will eliminate the need for a scaling object as well as any
potential image distortion. The resolution for all original images was 4480x6720 pixels. The mean cropped
image size was 1,655, SE ± 21.69 pixels wide and 2,546, SE ± 32.85 pixels tall or 4,390,210, SE ± 115,354
pixels total. The mean area in which features were quantified was 14,498 mm2, SE ± 158.57 mm2 and the
mean pixel to mm ratio was 17.11 pixels/mm, SE ± 0.2 pixels/mm.
After images were cropped, all scale insect colonies were identified, labeled, and measured in each
image. All scale insect colonies were manually labeled in each photo using a combination of interactive
image thresholding and the ImageJ pixel selection wand tool. Image thresholding works by allowing the
user to isolate pixel values based on pixel saturation, brightness, and hue values. Since scale insect colonies
are covered by the bright white patches of the flocculence they produce, image thresholding is an effective
way to narrow down the pixels that may represent scale insect. However, image-thresholding simply selects
pixels by value and therefore does not discern between cluster shapes or combinations of pixel values and
false-negatives and false-positives inevitably occur with image thresholding of ecological phenomenon in
situ. To correct thresholding errors, within the ImageJ GUI, we used the selection brush tool to remove
false-positive selections and the ImageJ wand tool to select pixel clusters of scale insect colonies to correct
for false-negatives.
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Once all scale insect colonies were accurately selected and screened extensively to ensure the
highest accuracy possible, binary masks were extracted from the cropped RGB images in the form of 8-bit
tif files (Figure 2-6). A binary mask is an image in which all pixels are either labeled as 0 or 1. For the scale
insect binary masks, pixels representing scale insect labels received the value of 1 (black) and everything
else in the 8-bit image received the value of 0 (white).

Figure 2-6: The cropping and conversion of challenge assay raw image data into a binary mask containing data on the
spatial distribution and area of scale insect colonies

Labeling and quantifying biologically and pathologically important bark
features
After scale insect binary masks for each challenge assay were finalized, we then labeled what we
considered as biologically and pathologically important bark features which we refer to as primary bark
features in each of our cropped individual challenge assay images. Initially the following bark features were
chosen: smooth bark, delimited cankers, wound rhytidome, branch stub, tarry spot, lesion, and native
rhytidome. Each primary feature was chosen based on the potential significance it may have in localized
host-mediated feedbacks between scale insect and Neonectria dynamics. In the end, challenge assays
containing perithecia bearing lesions and tarry spots were excluded from this analysis because of their low
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occurrence among samples and because the lesion induced bark necrosis is already known to reduce tissue
quality for scale insects (Shigo, 1972). The primary bark features that were used in the final analyses of
label map data include native periderm (healthy smooth bark), delimited cankers, wound rhytidome, and
native rhytidome (branch stubs + native rhytidome).
To label these bark features of interest in each image, we manually traced them in ImageJ. When
all bark features were traced, we were able to produce scaled (mm) label maps of primary bark features.
The data represented in these bark feature label maps were stored as 8-bit image files that contain clusters
of pixels from four possible values (0,10,20,30) depending on which of the four primary bark features were
present in the specific image. Finally, our scale insect binary mask for each challenge assay image was
combined with the primary bark feature label maps so we could identify the distribution of scale insect over
the different bark features in each label map.

Labeling and quantifying bark microstructure with machine learning
In addition to the scale insect binary mask and the primary bark feature label map, a third layer was
created that identified the distribution of four bark micro-features. The labeling of these features was done
using Ilastik: an opensource machine learning pixel classification program (Berg et al., 2019). Features
were labeled through machine learning pixel classification using the random forest algorithm. For this, the
user can interactively create training data through tracing features in the image that correspond to a specific
micro-feature. There were four possible class assignments for bark micro-features: smooth, exposed
phloem, small fissures, or large fissures. We chose these specific categories because they are common and
distinct features of natural and diseased-altered beech bark and appear to exhibit differences in the quality
of resources. The final output from Ilastik was a label map representing the highest probability of the
labeled microfeatures based on the training data.
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Figure 2-7: Visual representation of the area that establishment was quantified for in challenge assay experiment

Figure 2-8: Visual representation of the cropping and conversion of challenge assay image data (left) into 16-bit label maps
of bark macro features (middle), nested bark microstructure (right) and scale insect colonies (middle)
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Since the bark microfeature layer was automated, we determined the general error rates of our
random forest pixel classifier for each bark microfeature. This error rate was determined by comparing
manual bark type classification to automated bark type classification for 1200 observations over 34
randomly selected trees. We did this by calculating the mode pixel value (1:4) from the classifier in a
randomly selected 0.5 by 0.5 mm area which corresponds to a bark type and then manually assigned a
number for the bark type most represented in that area in the raw original photo from actual observation.
With this data, we produced misclassification rates for each classified bark type. Our classifier returned a
27% cumulative error rate when all bark types were pooled together for the 1200 observations over 34 trees.
When shallow fissure and exposed phloem classes were combined the cumulative error goes down to 25%,
however. Because the combination of exposed phloem and shallow fissure slightly reduced cumulative
error rate, we chose to combine them. Error rates also differed by category, smooth was 17.1%, deep fissure
was 17.5%, and the combined category of small fissure and exposed phloem was 41.6%. Based on the fact
error rates for small fissure and exposed phloem remained high and further training did nothing to improve
the accuracy, only the presence or absence of the deep fissure category was used in the final analysis of the
impact of bark micro-features on scale insect establishment. Once the wax binary masks, primary bark
feature label maps and bark micro-feature label maps were finalized, all three layers could then be combined
using three-digit codes for each pixel to represent all the possible combinations associated with the overlay
of these three label maps. The possible factors in label maps were: wax presence or absence (100,0), primary
bark features (0,10,20,30) and deep fissure presence or absence (4,0). With these pixel cluster categories
and their possible combinations, a matrix could be generated for each challenge assay to be analyzed.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL TESTS
The effects of tree size class, egg density, and generalized bark type on scale
insect establishment
To test the effect of tree size class, egg density and bark type on scale insect establishment, we
constructed a univariate linear mixed-effects model with the dependent continuous variable of scale insect
percent cover as the response and the predictor variables of size class, egg density and bark type as fixed
effects. We also included the factor of individual experimental tree as the random effect. Considering each
individual experimental tree as a random effect was necessary because characteristics such as genetic
resistance to scale insect and other variables impacting differences in individual susceptibility to BBD could
not be controlled for in this field experiment. Experimental tree is also a random effect because multiple
challenge assays occur on one tree. Therefore, to avoid potential issues related to pseudo-replication,
assigning this random effect is necessary. The continuous dependent variable of percent cover of scale
insect wax masses that were labeled and quantified in each challenge assay image was used as a proxy for
insect establishment. Percent cover was chosen to standardize the small variations in challenge assay area,
and the area of scale insect wax was chosen because previous studies have determined that area of wax
explains 80% of the variability in scale insect density (Wieferich et al., 2013).
We constructed our mixed effects model and ran a type-III analysis of variation test (ANOVA) on
the model in both JMP and R. In R, we constructed our linear mixed model with the package lmertest which
calculates and reports the results of a type-III ANOVA including p-values for the effects and interactions
for our mixed model (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Our mixed-effects model included all two-way and threeway interactions between independent variables (size class x egg density x bark type) with the random
effects variable of individual experimental tree. With the results of these methods, we were able to analyze
the proportion of the variance for scale insect establishment that is explained by our model from the R2
value and determine significant effects and interactions based on the p-values of our mixed-effects ANOVA
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which we deemed significant below the 0.05 threshold. All post-hoc testing of these results was performed
using Tukey's honestly significant difference test (HSD).

The differential impacts of native versus wound-induced bark tissues on beech
scale colonization
Given that rough bark trees are found to highly vary by the relative proportion of bark features
within each challenge assay but are also locally correlated (amount of native periderm is inversely related
to delimited cankers and rhytidome, especially), we conducted a principal component analysis on the
percent cover of the four primary bark features labeled in each image. Then with PCA dimensions we tested
if differences in these correlated bark features predictably impacts scale insect establishment. Then, we
computed a set of regression analyses to test the prediction strength of the most important dimensions of
our PCA as a function of scale insect colony percent cover.

Beech scale bark colonization preferences of native and wound-induced bark
tissues across tree-level factors
To test predicted relationships for colonization preferences among labeled bark features, we
computed values for the difference between observed colonization and expected colonization of scale
insect. This observed colonization value was represented by the relative proportion of scale insect colonies
present on each bark feature. The expected value was the relative proportion of bark features within the
challenge assay area. In this case, since we are investigating colonization preference, this test only applies
to challenge assays with greater than 0% establishment. We tested for differences among the expected and
observed values across tree-level principal component values for bark structure and other tree level factors
using linear regression analysis to see if broad-level categorization of bark structure related to fine scale
colonization preferences.
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The impact of bark microstructure variation on beech scale establishment
Due to observations of the presence of mixed levels of wound periderm and wound rhytidome as a
fixture of scale insect refugia. We tested the impact of bark surface micro-structure on beech scale
establishment. Specifically, we tested if the percent cover of fissures within cankers impacted the difference
in observed-expected colonization for cankers. For this test, we conducted linear regression analysis with
the continuous variables of percent of cankers consisting of fissures as a function of observed-expected
values for canker colonization. We also tested the relationship between the percentage of bark fissures
within the entire challenge assay area as a function of overall scale insect establishment within the challenge
assay area.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
FIELD METHODS
To supplement experimental data, as well as to compare natural observations to artificial
manipulations, we also collected observational data across 6 sites associated with a latitudinal gradient over
the state of New Hampshire (Figure 2-9). Observational data collection consisted of two components: field
data, and systematic image capture of scale insect percent cover for each tree with 8 photos per tree. Field
data was collected using a predefined ranking system to characterize BBD signs and symptoms on each
tree. Ranking was done separately for both the north and south of the tree (Table A 1). Bark structure was
collected for each tree by estimating the percent cover of specific categories of bark structure (or bark types)
that represent distinct structural patterns in bark (Figure A 1). Data for the percent cover of bark structure
categories was also done for both sides of the tree. We also collected basic information on forest type, and
basal area at each site with the use of prism plots.
For the photometric component of this study, a customized attachment was built for an SLR
mirrorless camera (Canon EOS R) so that all sunlight was blocked from the bark surface that was being
imaged, and instead the bark surface was illuminated artificially to a standardized brightness with a macro37

lens light (Bolt VM-160 LED). The frame of view on the camera was standardized as a photo-quadrat with
the natural light blocking custom camera attachment to an area of 12.7 x 15.25 cm2. The standardization of
lighting and area in every photo was necessary so that very little pre-processing of images was required
before the automated detection of scale insect colonies in each image with machine learning pixel
classification using the random forest algorithm. In the field, two images were captured on the north and
south side at 1 and 2 meters above the ground for all 800 trees (n=3200) and for 500 of the 800 trees, a total
of 8 images was captured for each tree which represent two images for the 1 meter and 2-meter height for
all 4 cardinal directions of the tree. In total, scale insect percent cover data was recovered from 5,461 images
over the 800 imaged trees. Some photos were lost due to our labeling regime which required the forest
health imaging technician to write the numbers down as they go. To standardize this process, we always
started at the north side of the tree at 1 meter high, then two meters, and then moved clockwise to the east
side of the tree, etcetera. Two additional reference images were taken with a smart phone for each tree of
the north and south side of bole using the smart phone application solocator® which also geo-references
photos so that we could collect coordinates and altitude data for every tree.

Figure 2-9: Map of sites along a latitudinal gradient within the state of New Hampshire (left), camera attachment to
standardize spatial scale, perspective and external light for photo-sampling of bark structure and beech scale (right)
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IMAGE ANALYSIS METHODS
Before data could be extracted from these images, image files needed to go through a simple
batched preprocessing pipeline. Since spatial scale within the camera frame of view was standardized for
all of images using the custom-built attachment, all images could be set to a global scale. Despite the
standard area in the frame of view of the custom camera attachment, images still needed to be cropped
down slightly to an 8 x 8 cm frame. Cropping on this image set was needed for two reasons: 1) because the
ring light brightness noticeably faded past a ~5 cm radius from the center, and 2) to account for smaller
diameter trees that did not have surface bark beyond the 8 cm wide frame of view. Training data for the fast
random forest machine learning pixel classifier was then interactively created using the open-source pixel
classification software Ilastik (Berg et al., 2019). With this training data for the random forest algorithm,
we were able to batch process all 5461 images to extract data on scale insect percent cover.

DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL TESTS
Comparison to challenge assay study
To compare the results of our artificial induced insect establishment to observed scale insect
establishment levels across differing bark types, we grouped the 800 trees into bark roughness and size
class categories. For this, we used the percent cover of smooth bark at the tree level to create categories for
bark roughness. We created four groups; trees with greater than 90% smooth bark were categorized as
smooth, trees with between 90% and 50% smooth bark at the whole tree level were categorized as semirough, trees with between 50%-25% smooth bark were categorized as rough and trees with less than 25%
smooth bark were categorized as very rough. In addition to bark roughness, we also categorized trees into
three diameter classes: 10-20 cm, 20-30 cm, and 30+ cm. Then we constructed a mixed effects model with
scale insect density as the response variable and bark roughness and tree size class as our predictor variable
to compare the main effects of bark type and size class from artificial inoculations to observed scale insect
density.
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Bark type variation and scale insect establishment
To test differences in scale insect establishment by bark type to a more a more refined degree, we
computed a second principal component analysis for the bark type of each tree from our observational study
using whole-tree percent cover data of bark structure that we categorized for each tree. We then tested the
relationships between the whole-tree bark PCA dimensions and scale insect establishment with linear
regression analysis.

The impacts of trunk aspect and latitude on bark structure and scale insect
density
To test the effect of trunk aspect and latitude on bark structure and scale insect density. We
conducted another PCA for the percent cover of bark structure on the north and south side of trees
separately. We then investigated if the derived PCA dimensions for bark structure differed as a function of
latitude as well as trunk aspect. Next, we investigated the predictive value of latitude as a function of scale
insect density independent of bark structure. We also investigate the impact of latitude on the differences
in scale insect establishment by aspect to test if trunk aspect and latitude interact. Finally, we conduct a
two-way ANOVA on scale insect percent cover photometric data by height (1 m or 2 m) and aspect
(N,E,S,W) to test the effects of height, aspect and latitude and their interactions on the percent cover of
established colonies quantified through machine learning pixel classification.

RESULTS
CHALLENGE ASSAY EXPERIMENT
After 52 weeks from the initial set up, we collected data from all 91 experimental trees that were
set up for this study. Out of the 273 scale insect challenge assay treatments that were originally set up (3
challenges x 91 trees, 268 of them (98%) remained viable 52 weeks later. The five nonviable pads occurred
across three trees. Four of the nonviable pads were due to wildlife damage and the 5th nonviable pad was
due the development of a thick layer of black mold that killed all other life on the bark surface under the
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pad. The development of such black has occurred in prior studies involved scale insect challenge assays
(Koch & Carey, 2014). Among the viable 268 treatments, establishment rates were found to be much lower
than expected across all bark types, tree sizes, and egg densities. However, establishment was sufficient
that there were still informative results.

Average percent cover of scale insect establishment at the tree-level
We first assessed the distribution of scale insect establishment at the tree level. For this we
calculated the average percent cover of scale insect for the 88/91 trees that had viable data for all three egg
densities on a single tree. For this tree-level average 22/88 trees (25%) had an average scale insect percent
cover greater than 1% cover. Of experimental trees with greater than 1% cover average, seven (31.9%) of
these were rough bark and fifteen (68.1%) of these were smooth bark trees. Trees that were classified as
smooth bark at the tree-level, had highest density on both the low end and high end of the average scale
insect percent cover distributions. Smooth bark trees exclusively represented trees with 0% average scale
insect percent cover (resistant) and exclusively represented trees with an average scale insect percent cover
greater than 2%. The highest average scale insect percent cover for any tree was 6.6%. In total, there were
six resistant smooth bark trees and 4/6 (66.6%) of these resistant trees were of the larger size class (20 cm
– 30 cm). In contrast, 6/7 (85%) of the smooth bark trees with an average scale insect percent cover above
2% were of the smaller size class (10 cm – 20 cm). For the 41 rough bark trees that had all three viable
challenge assay, 34/41 (82%) had an average scale insect percent cover ranging between 0.0002%-0.9%
and the remaining 7/41 (17%) had an average scale insect percent cover ranging between 1%-1.93%.
Therefore, compared to the average scale insect percent cover distribution for smooth bark trees, the average
scale insect percent cover distribution for rough bark trees is more frequent at intermediate levels of the
observed average scale insect percent cover values (Figure A 8).
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Scale insect percent cover at the individual challenge assay level
At the individual challenge assay level (3 per tree), scale insect colony percent cover was greater
than 5% cover for only three individual assays. The specific scale insect colony percent cover rates were
12.7%, 12.0% and 6.9%. All three of these assays occurred on different trees. The common denominator
among these challenge assays is that they occurred on smooth bark trees, and they represented the high egg
density treatments. Of the rough bark trees, there were 5 trees with a tree level establishment less than 0.1%
(virtually no establishment success). Of these rough bark trees, 2/5 of these trees came from challenge
assays with a mean percent cover of >95% smooth bark, 2/5 had heavy Neonectria fruiting within the
challenge assay area (65% & 13% mean percent cover perithecia respectively) and 1/5 was 39.4% of the
colonizable area was wound rhytidome.

The effects of tree size class, egg density, and generalized bark type on scale
insect establishment
For our linear mixed-effects model with the fixed effects of bark type, size class and egg density
and the random effect of experimental tree, the conditional R2 value (fixed effects & random effects) from
this mixed model was 0.45. This value indicates the proportion of variance in scale insect establishment
that is explained by the model. The random effect of individual tree accounted for 38% of the variance in
this mixed-effect model. From the results of the type-III ANOVA, the two-way interaction effect between
bark type and size class was significant (F = 7.42; df = 1, 96; p = 0.0077), the two-way interaction between
size class and egg density was significant (F = 6.91; df = 1, 96; p = 0.0099), and the three-way interaction
between bark type, size class and egg density were found to be modestly significant (F = 6.91; df = 1, 96;
p = 0.0099).
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Figure 2-10: Scale Insect Establishment (wax % cover) (y-axis) by tree size, bark type and egg density, error bars = ±1 se
Table 2-1: Tukey’s HSD post hoc analysis of scale insect establishment by tree diameter class and bark type for challenge
assay experiment
Size Class

Bark Type

Significance Least Squares Mean

Standard Error

n

1
1

smooth
rough

A

2

smooth

2

rough

B

1.8100878
0.5823340

0.32167511
0.10243573

60
60

B

0.5432477

0.11594635

82

B

0.5650727

0.07471472

66

As shown in Figure 2-10, the mean percent cover of scale insect was highest on smooth bark trees
in the smaller size class when the greatest egg treatment was applied, however, this group of factors also
had the highest standard error value. This high standard error is caused by two outliers in this group
representing much higher establishment rates than the rest (Figure A 9). For the two-way interaction effect
between bark type and size class, Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test supported a significantly higher establishment
rate among smaller smooth bark trees compared to other groups (Table 2-1). Rough bark trees of both size
classes have intermediate establishment and large smooth bark trees have lowest establishment (Figure A
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8). However, there are no significant differences in the least squares means between rough bark trees and
larger smooth bark trees from our post-hoc analysis. When we computed a linear regression analysis of
small smooth bark challenge assays by the original wax ratings of the experimental trees, we found there
to be a significant relationship with an adjusted multiple R2 value of 0.2009 and a p-value of < 0.001 (Figure
A 11). However, original wax ratings for higher scale insect densities are underrepresented given they were
not a criterion in original tree stratification. Therefore, this needs to be further tested. No significant
relationships were observed between initial wax rating and experimental scale insect establishment for other
experimental tree groupings.

The differential impacts of native versus wound induced bark tissues on beech
scale colonization
The PCA analysis of primary bark features at the challenge assay level (three ~10 cm x 15 cm bark
patches per tree), show that there is some overlap between the bark structure for individual bark patches
and tree-level bark assignments. PCA Dimension 1 (49.4% of variance explained) is strongly positively
correlated to smooth bark proportion (adjusted R2 = 0.984, p < 0.001) (Figure 2-11). Dimension 2 (25.9%
of variance explained) is positively correlated to cankers (adj. R2 = 0.367, p = <0.001) and negatively
correlated to rhytidome (adj. R2 = 0.136, p = <0.001). Dimension 3 (24.7% of variance explained) is
negatively correlated to cankers (adj. R2 = 0.323, p = <0.001) and positively correlated to wound rhytidome
(adj. R2 = 0.183, p = <0.001) (Figure 2-12). There were no significant relationships between principal
component dimensions for bark type and scale insect establishment across experimental trees (Figure 2-13).
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Figure 2-11 The relationship between challenge assay area macro bark PCA dimension 1 (x-axis) and dimension 2 (y-axis)
plotted with tree level bark type assignment represented by point color

Figure 2-12: Challenge assay area macro bark PCA dimension 2 (y-axis) and dimension 3 (x-axis) plotted with tree level
bark type assignment represented by point color
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A

B

C

Figure 2-13: scale Insect Percent Cover (y-axis) as a function of A) PCA dimension 1 (x-axis), B) dimension 2 (x-axis) and
C) dimension 3 (x-axis)

Beech scale bark colonization preferences across tree-level factors
As represented in Figure 2-14, native periderm (naturally occurring periderm) accounts for an
average of 97% of challenge assay bark cover for smooth bark trees between 10 – 20 cm dbh and 95% of
challenge assay bark cover for smooth bark trees between 20 – 30 cm. Native periderm represents an
average of 80% of challenge assay bark cover for rough trees 10 – 20 cm in diameter and 71% of rough
bark trees 20 – 30 cm in diameter. The percent cover of cankers was < 2% mean percent cover on smooth
bark tree challenge assay areas for both size class. Cankers represented and average of 15% cover of
challenge assay bark for rough bark trees 10 – 20 cm and 12% for rough bark trees 20 – 30 cm. The observed
level of colonization on cankers was always higher than the expected irrespective of the proportion of
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cankers (Figure 2-15). Furthermore, there is a distinct difference in level of observed-expected colonization
for cankers among rough bark trees depending on the overall scale insect establishment rates (Figure A 12).
When scale insect establishment is less than 1% cover the relationship between observed canker
colonization and expected colonization was very close to 0, however when scale insect establishment was
greater than 1% cover within the challenge assay area, observed colonization of cankers was 18% higher
than expected based on the proportion over overall cankers within the challenge assay areas.

Figure 2-14: Mean proportion of bark macro-features (y-axis) grouped by tree size class (point size) and whole tree bark
type (point color), error bars = ± 1 se
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Figure 2-15: Observed-expected colonization (y-axis) of bark macro-features (point color) grouped by tree size class (point
size) and whole-tree bark type (point shape), error bars = ± 1 se

The impact of bark microstructure variation on beech scale establishment
There was no relationship between the extent of fissuring within cankers and scale insect
colonization (Figure A 14). There was also no significant relationship found between the amount of fissured
area across all challenge assays and scale insect establishment independent of labeled bark macro-features.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
Comparison to challenge assay study
The results of observed scale insect establishment across New Hampshire differed from the results
found in our experimental study. Most notably, in our observational study, smooth bark trees across all size
classes had the lowest mean scale insect rating (Figure 2-16). Large (20 cm +) semi-rough trees (90%-50%
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smooth bark) had the second and third highest overall ratings for scale insect establishment. Rough bark
trees (50%-30% smooth bark) < 20 cm dbh had the highest overall establishment. And the lowest
establishment of any group when size class was considered was in the very-rough bark category (<30%
smooth) for trees over 30 cm in diameter. Furthermore, there is a substantial decline in establishment rate
across size class for the very-rough bark category. The summary of fit for our mixed effects model for scale
insect density across bark roughness categories and size class categories reported that these categories were
only weakly predictive of scale insect establishment (Adj. R2 = 0.1). However these predictor variables
were significant, bark roughness was reported to have a significant effect on observed scale insect density
(F = 12.53; df = 3, 529; p = <0.001), size class was report as significant (F = 5.47, df = 2, 529; p = 0.004),
and the interaction effect between size class and bark roughness was marginally significant (F = 2.4, df =
6, 529; p = 0.03).

Figure 2-16: Mean tree wax rating (y-axis) as a function of bark roughness and size class categories, error bars = ± 1 se

Bark type variation and scale insect establishment
Our principal component analysis of bark type shows that as bark roughness increases, the variation
in bark type increases. Furthermore, trees with <25% smooth bark that are 30+ cm in size tend to consist
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of higher levels of rhytidome both wound induced, and native origin compared to other bark and size classes
(Figure A 13). There is no relationship between dimension 1 and dimension 3 and scale insect establishment
but dimension 2 is weakly predictive of scale insect establishment with a significant positive relationship
(Adj. R2 = 0.138, p < 0.001) (Figure 2-17). Dimension 1 is highly positively correlated to native periderm
(Adj. R2 = 0.908, p < 0.001) and weakly negatively correlated to rough bark characteristics. Dimension 2
is negatively correlated with wound rhytidome (Adj. R2 = 0.21, p-value = <0.001), positively correlated
with raised cankers (Adj. R2 = 0.49, p-value = <0.001) and sunken cankers (Adj. R2 = 0.17, p-value =
<0.001), and very weakly correlated to smooth bark (Adj. R2 = 0.07, p-value = <0.001). Dimension 3 is
negatively correlated to wound rhytidome (Adj. R2 = 0.43, p-value = <0.001) and positively correlated to
native rhytidome (Adj. R2 = 0.63, p-value = <0.001) and not correlated to cankers or native periderm (Figure
2-19).
In Figure 2-18, based on our observational data, confidence interval ellipses indicate that 95% of
the time host trees with the highest density scale insect observations will be found on trees with distinctly
higher levels of raised and sunken cankers. While host trees with the lowest density scale insect will be
found on trees with distinctly higher levels of wound and native rhytidome. Furthermore 95% confidence
ellipses of scale insect density on our bark type PCA plot show that of the hosts we observed with no scale
insect present was not restricted to smooth bark trees. Additionally in Figure 2-19 95% confidence ellipses
for latitude and size class indicate that overall, trees from the White Mountain sites will be found to have
higher levels of cankers and rhytidome than trees in central and southern NH (Figure 2-19).
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Figure 2-17: Tree level scale insect density ratings (y-axis) as a function of dimensions 1-3 of bark structure PCA results

Figure 2-18:95% confidence ellipses for tree level scale insect density plotted over PC 1 (x-axis) and PC 2 (y-axis)
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Figure 2-19: 95% confidence ellipses for groups of sites with distinctly different latitudes plotted over PC 1 (x-axis) and PC
3 (y-axis)

The impacts of trunk aspect and latitude on bark structure and scale insect
density
The relationship between dimension one of the PCA for whole-tree bark structure and latitude was
nearly significant (R2=0.415, p = 0.07) at the site level when site averages were examined, however it was
significant for individual tree values as a function of latitude (R2=0.272, p = 0.07) (Figure 2-21). The effect
of latitude on the site-level averages of PC 2 was significant and moderately predictive (R2=0.57, p =
0<.001), but latitude was not predictive of PC 2 by individual trees (R2=0.05, p = 0<.001). There was no
relationship between PC 3 and latitude for either site means or individual trees. Furthermore, there is also
a significant relationship between PC2 and site basal area (Figure A 15) (R2=0.57, p = 0<.001). There is no
relationship between scale insect and basal area, however. PCA dimensions also highly varied by aspect as
a function of latitude but there were no detectable patterns to this variability (Figure 2-21).
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Although, latitude was not significant for mean site levels of scale insect establishment (R2=0.363,
p = 0.09) (Figure 2-23) a distinct pattern occurs for scale insect density by aspect across all sites. This
pattern is that the mean site scale insect density for the north side of the tree is always higher than the left
side of the tree for both field scale insect density ratings and photometric data. Furthermore, the difference
between scale insect density on north and south trunk aspects increases with latitude (Figure 2-26). The
mean difference in north versus south scale insect density but latitude is a strong relationship however it is
important to note a lot of variation occurs within this relationship as looking at individual trees greatly
reduces the relationship of north versus south establishment by latitude (Figure 2-25). The results of from
the photometric measurements of our observational survey of scale insect by trunk aspect show that the
north side of the stem has higher establishment rates for scale insect compared to the south side (p = <000.1),
there was no difference in establishment at the 1-meter and 2-meter level, however (Figure 2-24). We
computed an analysis of variance to test for significant differences in the effect of aspect, to meet the
assumptions for our ANOVA test, scale insect percent cover was transformed by log+1. There was also an
interaction effect between aspect and site (p = 0.0134). Furthermore, when the differences between scale
insect establishment on the north and south side of the tree were compared for both field data and photo
data by latitude, there was a significant relationship between differences in establishment by trunk aspect
and latitude. R2 = 0.642, p = 0.019 for field data and R2 = 0.903, p = 0.0007 for machine learning pixel
classified data (Figure 2-24).
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Figure 2-20: Relationships between latitude (x-axis) and PCA dimensions (y-axis)
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Figure 2-21: Left upper: PCA dimension 1 as a function of trunk aspect, horizontal error bars = ± 1 se for north side PC
dimension score and vertical error bars = ± 1 se for south side, right upper: PCA dimension 2 as a function of trunk aspect,
horizontal error bars = ± 1 se for north side PC dimension score and vertical error bars = ± 1 se for south side, bottom:
PCA dimension 3 as a function of trunk aspect, horizontal error bars = ± 1 se for north side PC dimension score and vertical
error bars = ± 1 se for south side
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Figure 2-22: Density histograms of mean percent cover of bark type for trees by latitude

Figure 2-23: Site level scale insect density ratings (y-axis) as a funciton of latitude (x-axis), error bars = ± 1 se
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Figure 2-24: Upper: Mean scale insect density rating by trunk aspect and latitude, x-axis represents north side, y-axis
represent south side and point color indicates latitude, horizontal error bars = ± 1 se for north side scale insect densities
and vertical error bars = ± 1 se for south side scale insect densities, lower: photometric measurement of wax percent cover
by trunk aspect and latitude, x-axis represents north side, y-axis represent south side and point color indicates latitude,
horizontal error bars = ± 1 se for north side scale insect densities and vertical error bars = ± 1 se for south side scale insect
densities
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Figure 2-25: Upper left: mean difference in N vs. S wax density rating (y-axis) as a function of latitude (x-axis), error bars
= ± 1 se, lower left: mean difference in N vs. S photometric measurement of percent cover (y-axis) as a function of latitude
(x-axis), error bars = ± 1 se, right upper difference in N vs. S wax density rating by individual tree (y-axis) as a function of
latitude (x-axis), lower left: difference in N vs. S photometric measurement of percent cover by individual tree (y-axis) as a
function of latitude (x-axis)
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Figure 2-26 Scale insect percent cover from photometric measurements (y-axis) as a function of trunk aspect and trunk
height (x-axis), smaller point size corresponds to 1-m, larger point size correspond to 2-m, error bars = ± 1 se

DISCUSSION
CHALLENGE ASSAY EXPERIMENT
The effects of tree size class, egg density, generalized bark type on scale insect
establishment
Rough bark trees of both sizes class had intermediate and highly variable scale insect establishment
between the two smooth bark categories from artificial infestations supports our current understanding of
the relationship be scale insect and beech bark structure. Rough bark American beech trees represents a
highly variable substrate in terms of scale insect colonization suitability and the variable intermediate
establishment rates from artificial infestations confirms this (Burns & Houston, 1987; Cale & McNulty,
2018; Garnas, Houston, et al., 2011; W. D. Ostrofsky & Blanchard, 1984). The highly variable rough bark
substrate provides both beneficial and deleterious tissue controlling the accessibility of the resource needed
by the scale insect - living parenchyma within 2 millimeters from the bark surface. Small smooth bark trees,
however, have a highly vulnerable bark to scale insect colonization and experienced the highest rates of
colonization in our experiment. This result highlights the fact that the internal anatomy and cellular structure
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of small smooth American beech trees have weak constitutive defenses against scale insect from an internal
anatomy standpoint (Kunkel, 1968; Lonsdale, 1983; Wainhouse et al., 1988). The two components of this
younger bark most likely associated with weaker constitutive defenses include low stone cell density and a
very thin phellem layer. Stone cell densities have been found to be an important defense against insect
herbivory in other systems (Whitehill et al., 2019). The small smooth bark trees that facilitated the highest
colonization rates will likely transition into rough bark trees and therefore, colonization rates will likely
change over time. The fact that large smooth bark trees had the lowest establishment rates is likely due to
some level of resistance to beech scale colonization related to bark chemistry. Elevated partial quantitative
resistance seems likely given the chronic and persistent status of BBD in southern NH where disease agents
are effectively ubiquitous (Garnas et al., 2013).
Overall, the results of our linear mixed model examining the effects of bark structure, size class
and egg density, demonstrate that the structural changes in beech bark caused by prior BBD infection do
indeed impact future scale insect establishment. Overall, it appears structural changes can both positively
impact and negatively impact scale insect establishment rates. Compared to young smooth bark trees
however, altered bark does appear to reduce establishment rates. Therefore, based on the results in our
experimental study we conclude that compared to smooth bark trees less than 20 cm in diameter, rough
bark trees are an inferior substrate for scale insect colonization in the absence of environment pressures
especially stem flow and predation. However, rough bark does not protect against colonization completely,
and therefore altered bark trees are less desirable than genetic resistance if the desired outcome is to have
disease-free trees.

The effect of periderm and rhytidome features on C. fagisuga colonization
In our attempt to further delineate potential patterns among scale insect establishment and rough
bark trees via image analysis techniques, the overwhelming conclusion was that scale insect establishment
was highly variable and there were no significant linear relationships between scale insect establishment
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and the principal component dimensions that represented differences in the percent cover of bark features.
Although not significant, in general terms, challenge assays with a higher proportion of smooth bark were
associated with higher levels of insect establishment. Additionally, between bark areas with high numbers
of cankers and bark areas consisting of high levels of rhytidome, areas with delimited cankers appear to
support slightly higher levels of scale insect establishment than areas of continuous rhytidome.
Overall, the lack of statistically significant relationships between scale insect establishment and
bark structure were unexpected and this appears to indicate that at the localized level, there are important
factors beyond surface level bark structure that must be considered. We speculate that variation in internal
bark structure is one of these factors. Specifically, the stone cell density within the outer phloem has the
potential to be impenetrable by the scale insect stylet and in such cases scale insect stylets are observed to
curve around the impenetrable cells (Kunkel, 1968; Wainhouse et al., 1988). In addition, scale insect
feeding itself is known to cause phloem necrosis and lead to the formation of internal micro-galls consisting
of abnormal growth of internal periderm spherical growths within the tissue (Figure A 6). These microgalls have the potential to impact the nutrient availability in these localized areas (Lonsdale, 1983). Microgall formation by scale insect supports previous findings of the ability of scale insect to self-regulate even
at localized scales (Garnas, Ayres, et al., 2011). Furthermore, although all epiphytes were removed prior to
challenging trees with eggs, this did not apply to crustose lichen or hardy fungal stromata such as from
Hypoxylon fragiforme which have the potential alter bark physiology. For example, the bark dwelling fungi
Ascodichaena rugosa which causes thickening of the cork-cell layer in the periderm, is known to reduce
colonizable bark for scale insects to inhabit. (Butin & Parameswaran, 1980; D. R. Houston, 1983c; D. R.
Houston, Parker, & Lonsdale, 1979).

Beech scale bark colonization preferences by, bark type, size class and
population density
Despite the lack of relationship between bark features and scale insect establishment at the
challenge assay level, our investigation of beech scale colonization preferences did reveal a potential
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colonization preference at the localized level worthy of follow-up. The fact that the colonization of cankers
always had a greater observed colonization rate than expected - even when canker presence was very low indicates that small isolated Neonectria infections alter the directly surrounding bark structure in a way that
is favorable to scale insect. In this scenario both small fragments of wound rhytidome and wound periderm
are likely contributing to a refugia for scale insect. However, we also note that as the area of wound
rhytidome increase, due to canker coalescence, the localized relationship between scale insect establishment
and colonization preference of a cankered microsite likely reverses as wound rhytidome has a negative
value for observed-expected colonization for rough bark trees. Interestingly, despite the known relationship
with size class and bark thickness (Romero, 2014), there was little change in bark feature colonization
preferences within rough and smooth bark trees by size. This could indicate that the bark substrate formed
by isolated cankers bypasses bark thickness factors.

The impact of bark microstructure variation on beech scale establishment
Surprisingly, in contrast to scale insect preference for canker colonization, the fact that there was
not a linear relationship between the extent of fissuring in cankers and overall scale insect establishment
indicates that bark habitat suitability alone is not a strong predictor of scale insect establishment rates within
one season. Potentially, the rate of initial colonization of a micro-site within the bark structure, followed by
localized population growth within that microsite once initial colonization takes place would be the best
metric for determining the impact of bark structure on overall variation in scale insect density. This is
because the quality of the bark may not directly correlate to the rate of initial colonization depending on
existing population pressure and the unknown mechanisms involved in the decision for scale insect nymphs
to begin feeding which immediately restricts them as sedentary for the remainder of their life cycle. Given
that there was also no linear relationship between overall bark surface fissure area independent of cankers
further provides support for this possibility. Another possibility to explore in future photometric research
of the interactions between bark structure and insect infestations is that the size of the area being measured
may impact the apparent relationship between bark structure and infestation densities.
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OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
Comparison to challenge assay study
From our natural survey we observed that as a group, smooth bark trees had the lowest mean scale
insect rating across all size classes. However, when size class is considered, it was the roughest bark trees
greater than 30 cm in diameter that had the absolute lowest scale insect density rating. These observations
starkly contrast from scale insect establishment results in our experimental study. Furthermore, it is
important to note the magnitude of the differences between mean scale insect density rating by bark class
and size class from our observational study are quite low. All mean scale insect density ratings fall within
1.6 and 2.5 on a 5-point scale.
Given these results, bark roughness/smoothness categories without the separation of bark type
within the roughness category is a relatively weak predictor variable for scale insect establishment rates,
however the effects of bark roughness, size class and the interaction between them was significant. One
possible interpretation of the difference between observed scale insect establishment and experimental
establishment rates is that although the internal anatomy of bark associated with native periderm is highly
vulnerable to scale insect feeding, the smooth structure associated with the surface native periderm allows
for micro-environmental factors such as stem flow from rain to be a strong limiting factor of this specific
bark type (Gate, 1990). Therefore, we speculate that if artificial infested scale insect populations from our
experiment were not heavily sheltered with silicone sealed Tyvek, establishment rates for small smooth
bark trees would not have been as high and would have likely been more similar to the scale insect densities
observed in our observational study. The fact that the magnitude of differences between mean scale insect
density did not greatly differ between bark type and size class categories for our observational study
supports previous findings for the high variability of disease expression in aftermath forests (Garnas et al.,
2013).
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Bark type variation and scale insect establishment
Given the high level of variation and multicollinearity of characterized groupings of bark type at
the tree level, with the weak predictive value of bark roughness categories previously discussed, our
principal component analysis of whole-tree bark structure allowed us to access some key insights for how
structural variation in bark structure impacts scale insect establishment. For example, plotting bark
roughness categories with dimensions of the whole-tree bark structure PCA it was observed that trees with
>75% rough bark and a diameter >30 cm had distinctly higher levels of native and wound rhytidome
compared to other groups (Figure A 15). This grouping also had the lowest mean scale insect densities.
Therefore, this appears to support the hypothesis that rhytidome both native and induced restrict scale insect
colonization. Furthermore, dimension two had a weakly predictive and significantly positive relationship
with scale insect density. Dimension two is positively correlated with cankers and weakly positively
correlated with smooth bark. While dimension 1, which is strongly negatively correlated with native
periderm and positively correlated to all other bark types did not have a significant relationship with scale
insect density. This supports our predictions that when smooth bark is mixed to some degree with cankers
this supports the highest density of scale insect establishment due to the wound periderm wound rhytidome
synergism for scale insect refugia. In other words, when cankers are present at a low enough density where
native periderm is still intact, this may support the highest densities of scale insect. This is because in such
cases low to mid density wound rhytidome offers refugia for both native periderm colonization and wound
periderm colonization.
Additionally, based on our 95% confidence ellipses for scale insect density plotted with dimension
1 and dimension 2 of our bark type PCA, the presence of a mix of native periderm and cankers both sunken
and raised support higher densities of scale insect than trees with bark structure that includes rhytidome.
While the ellipse representing medium densities of scale insect establishment did not appear to be
influenced by either dimension 1 or dimension 2. This likely means that slight variation in bark responses
benefits scale insect establishment to a degree but delimited cankers are the most supportive bark structure
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for establishment as previously suggested. The ellipse representing the 95% confidence interval for trees
lacking insects spans a significant proportion of dimension 1. This indicates the drivers that restrict scale
insect establishment are more complicated than chemical resistance alone.

The impacts of trunk aspect and site on bark type and scale insect density
Our results indicate that trunk aspect (north vs. south) and range of latitude within this study appear
to impact both scale insect establishment and bark structure but independently and in different ways.
Although there was not a significant relationship between latitude and scale insect density, there was a
significant relationship between latitude and the difference between mean site scale insect density by trunk
aspect. This significant relationship was observed for both whole tree scale insect density rating data of the
north and south side as well as for photometric data. However, when differences in colonization by north
and south aspect were assessed individually rather than grouped by site, the high variation between trends
in this system was clearly apparent.
In contrast to, scale insect density which was always higher on the north side of the trunk at the site
level, dimensions 1 and 2 highly varied for the north and south side of the trunk across sites and there was
no relationship between latitude and differences in aspect for bark structure. Therefore, across trunk aspects
it appears environmental variables are stronger drivers in scale insect establishment than bark structure.
The differences in scale insect density between the north and south of tree trunks, is likely due to
differences in daily sunlight exposure associated with these aspects in the northern hemisphere. These
differences in sunlight exposure cause more severe temperature fluctuations for overwintering scale insects
on the south side of the tree trunk. This result was expected bases on prior results and speculation made in
other studies that discuss and investigate the impact of trunk aspect on the micro-environment of the bark.
(D. R. Houston, 1982; Mulder et al., 2020). Furthermore, within the BBD system specifically the proportion
of signs of Neonectria species and beech scale is observed to vary for western and eastern slopes ≥16%
(Munck & Manion, 2006), interestingly our photometric data showed no difference between scale insect
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density by eastern and western trunk aspect. However, it should be noted that the landscape level impact of
slope aspect overrides the localized impact of trunk aspect and therefore future studies are encouraged to
examine the interactions between both slope aspect and trunk aspect.
Given the relationship between strong winter sun thaws and frost cracks of tree stems in temperate
northern forests, it was anticipated that there would be potential relationships between bark structure and
trunk aspect. However, this was not the case. Although this result is not entirely surprising given that the
time of year in which aspect causes the greatest temperature fluctuations on bark surfaces is the time of
year many physiological processes associated with the development and formation of altered bark structure
are dormant (Romero, 2014; Romero et al., 2009).
Although highly variable by aspect, dimension 2 was significantly positively correlated with
latitude. This is primarily due to the significant increase in the percent cover of sunken cankers on trees in
the White Mountains compared to other sites. It is not clear why sunken cankers were so much more
common at northern study sites, but one potential explanation is that colder climates may support less
vigorous responses in beech to infection (Dukes et al., 2009). Alternatively, Neonectria may perform better
under colder conditions, resulting in deeper infections.
Overall, it seems these results on scale insect establishment and bark structure by aspect and latitude
indicate that trunk aspect may be an independent predictor of scale insect establishment that does not vary
in the influence it has on scale insect establishment over the cycle of hypothesized host-mediated feedbacks.
While latitude may be interacting with the trajectory of host-mediated feedbacks due to the observed
relationships between differences in bark structure and latitude. For instance, in more northern latitudes
where sunken cankers are more common, feedbacks between Neonectria and scale insect may occur at a
different rate than they do at more southern latitudes where sunken cankers are less prevalent.
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CONCLUSION
We hypothesized that wound periderm and wound rhytidome are relatively simultaneous but
opposing localized changes in beech bark caused by beech bark disease, and that these tissue types facilitate
host-mediated feedbacks between scale insect densities and Neonectria densities. Based on our results it is
clear there is a large amount of variation in bark structure and scale insect establishment that is still
unaccounted for. Effectively separating patterns and impacts of current interactions from the legacy of past
interactions is known to be difficult in this tree disease complex as surviving trees and stands have now had
several decades to respond both physiologically and genetically to this disease (Cale & McNulty, 2018; D.
R. Houston, 1983; Ostrofsky, 1982). The differing effects of latitude and aspect on scale insect and bark
structure, combined with the fact bark structure itself impacts scale insect establishment epitomize the
complications in detecting patterns in the trajectory of disease dynamics in BBD aftermath forests. It
appears these independently acting drivers impacting scale insect establishment may interact in a way that
masks the signals of individual factors due to the differential impact they have on scale insect establishment.
Despite generally high levels of variation between scale insect establishment and bark structure
characteristics, this chapter demonstrates that bark structure impacts scale insect establishment rates.
Altered bark structure also has the potential to provide some level of protection to host trees. However, the
ratios of wound periderm and wound rhytidome are important given the synergizing potential between these
two tissue types as scale insect refugia. Overall, trees with high partial resistance to Neonectria that
vigorously wall off infections and give rise to the continuous wound induce rhytidome phenotype pictured
in the beginning of this chapter in (Figure 2-1) offer nontrivial protection against further BBD infections.
However, it is important to note that the severity of Neonectria infection can vary within an individual host
and the expression of altered bark structure can also vary within an individual host. Therefore, the
occurrence of continuous rhytidome may only represent a portion of overall host bark structure.
Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 2-4, the interaction between time and normal secondary growth of host
trees can cause continuous areas of rhytidome protection to fissure and such fissures can serve as refugia
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for scale insect over time. Therefore, despite the protective value rhytidome can have against scale insect
establishment the way in which rhytidome interacts with periderm in diseased beech bark can counteract
its protective value for the host. Therefore continuous rhytidome is most often a lesser form of protection
compared to the poorly understood mechanisms of full chemical resistance to scale insect. The only
exception for this may occur in very large trees that have undergone several cycles of continuous wound
rhytidome development in which the rhytidome layer has become so thick that increased girth expansion
of the host no longer exposes the underlying periderm tissue. This may also occur for the rare phenotype
documented first by (W. D. Ostrofsky & Blanchard, 1984) in which individual beech trees are observed
developing a thick continuous rhytidome layer due to genetics and environmental factors unrelated to beech
bark disease (Figure A 1).
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CHAPTER 3 THE ROLE OF NEONECTRIA FUNGI

IN HOST-MEDIATED BEECH BARK DISEASE
FEEDBACKS
INTRODUCTION

Positive and negative feedbacks between forest pathogens and their host present challenges in
understanding variation in the dynamics of forest disease systems. Ecological, phenotypic and evolutionary
interactions between disease agent(s) and host(s) can drive the occurrence of unpredictable dynamics and
inhibit effective forest disease management. As the foundation in the study of forest disease dynamics, the
interactions between the components of the disease triangle (host X pathogen X environment) are at the
core of understanding apparent variation in host susceptibility and the trajectory of disease dynamics
(Castello & Teale, 2011; Manion, 1981). Emerging forest tree threats and diseases commonly involve a
complex of biotic disease agents rather than one-to-one pathogen-host/insect-host interactions (Ayres,
1993; Dukes et al., 2009; Hulcr & Dunn, 2011; Santini & Battisti, 2019). Even in systems generally
considered to fall within this one-to-one category such as the emerald ash borer (EAB) in North America,
there has been recent evidence that this may not entirely be the case. Fungi in EAB galleries have been
shown to interact with the EAB system and cause cankers that are hypothesized to impact dynamics between
host tree and insect pest (Rajtar et al., 2021).
In some cases, interactions among pests are truly diffuse. For example, in the hemlock wooly
adelgid (Adelges tsugae) system, it is observed that at least two other insects, the elongate hemlock scale
(Fiorinia externa) and the spongey moth (Lymantria dispar) can interact with the wooly adelgid and
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modulate the severity of the interaction (Kinahan et al., 2020). Beech bark disease (BBD) is another system
known to involve multiple interactions that make the trajectory of disease dynamics unpredictable. BBD is
a historically important disease complex in North America that is known to involve interactions between
an exotic scale insect (Cryptococcus fagisuga) and two species of pathogenic fungi, Neonectria faginata
and Neonectria ditissima that cause a disease of the bark on American beech (Fagus grandifolia). This
chapter reports on a manipulative field experiment conducted to further understand the complex interactions
of these pathogens with host trees and the felted beech scale (Cryptococcus fagisuga) in aftermath BBD
forests.
The Neonectria genus represents an important cosmopolitan group of fungal pathogens that infect
the tissues within branches, main stems and roots of both conifer and hardwood trees across a wide range
of taxonomic host boundaries (Børve et al., 2015, 2019; Chaverri et al., 2011; Gelain et al., 2020;
Ghasemkhani et al., 2016; Rossman et al., 2013). Neonectria infections cause necrotic lesions to develop
from hyphal activity primarily in living bark and meristematic tissues but also in xylem tissues. For
example, Neonectria coccinea is a fungal pathogen of European beech (Fagus sylvatica) that primarily
degrades the living bark tissues of this host (Figure A 4, Figure A 3) but it is also observed to cause some
level of deterioration to the xylem (Račko et al., 2020, 2022). In response to bark infections caused by
fungal pathogens like those of the Neonectria genus, host trees sacrifice living tissue and allocate energy
to the compartmentalization of the infection. The combined reactions of pathogen infection and host
response cause the development of growth irregularities along the bark surface that may take the form of
either a canker or wound induced rhytidome tissue (a superficial canker) (Dick & Crane, 2009; Sax &
Dickson, 1956; Weber & Børve, 2021).
BBD in North America is a unique disease complex because it involves a relationship between two
putatively native (Castlebury et al., 2006; Rossman et al., 2013) Neonectria pathogens and the exotic
phloem feeding scale insect known as the felted beech scale (Cryptococcus fagisuga). For Neonectria
species to infect American beech in the way that gives rise to bark lesions associated with BBD, the beech
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scale must first feed on the bark to predispose infested hosts to subsequent, independently vectored
Neonectria infection (Ehrlich, 1934; D. Houston et al., 1979). However, the strength and nature of these
interactions vary as a function of how long stands have been infected as well as disease triangle interactions
(Cale & McNulty, 2018; Manion, 1981). The progression of BBD throughout the landscape is generally
recognized to occur in three distinct stages over space and time. These stages are referred to as the
advancing front stage, the killing front stage, and the aftermath stage (D. R. Houston, et al., 1979; Shigo,
1972). The advancing front is initiated by the arrival and establishment of the felted beech scale within the
stand. The killing front stage is characterized by the first signs of Neonectria infection within the stand
which is followed by high levels of mortality of the host, and the eventual decline in beech scale populations
densities (Shigo, 1972). The aftermath zone of BBD is characterized by areas of forest where BBD agents
have become established and persist within the stand on surviving susceptible trees, root sprouts and
advanced regeneration of beech <10 cm in diameter (D. R. Houston & Valentine, 1988) and occasionally
on stems as small as 5 cm in diameter (Giencke et al., 2014).
In the aftermath zone, beech persists as a dominant species in the wake of initial BBD. Beech also
appear to be increasing in relative abundance in the aftermath zone compared to other trees over the past
three decades (Bose et al., 2017). Even though BBD has not significantly affected the basal area of this tree
species, it has significantly contributed to variability in forest structure and stand dynamics. BBD facilitates
this through driving major shifts in the diameter distribution of American beech which is caused by the
mortality of many large mature trees followed by the recruitment of many small diameter trees of root and
seed sprout origin (Garnas et al., 2011). In other words, as BBD establishes in a forest, the mortality of
mature beech causes the forest structure to revert to an earlier successional stage also known as stand
retrogression. This structural change in diameter distribution of American beech has important
ramifications affecting the regeneration of other tree species of economic, ecological, and intrinsic value.
Specifically, reductions in sugar maple (Acer saccharum) regeneration have been observed to be associated
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with BBD as well as disruptions in resource availability and foraging behavior of such important wildlife
species as black bears and martens (Faison and Houston 2004; Hane 2003).
There are three characteristics of aftermath BBD forests that are particularly important to the
studies discussed in this chapter. Characteristic one is that the relationship between Neonectria fruiting
densities and scale insect establishment densities is highly variable in the aftermath forests compared to
killing front populations. Therefore, it cannot be claimed with 100% confidence that the role of scale insect
in BBD development and dynamics is the same in aftermath forests as it is for the advancing front (Garnas
et al., 2011; Garnas et al., 2013). Characteristic two is that the bark structure of aftermath beech populations
is highly variable compared to that of disease free populations and killing front populations. BBD altered
bark structure is initiated by C. fagisuga feeding and Neonectria infections and the extent of bark alteration
is controlled by interactions of the disease triangle which involve the vigor of host response (Biggs, 1985;
Mullick, 1977; W. D. Ostrofsky & Blanchard, 1984; Oven et al., 1999). And characteristic three is that the
development of Neonectria infections on beech bark initially create an inhospitable environment for the
beech scale at the localized level (D. R. Houston, 1983b; Shigo, 1972).

Neonectria faginata AND Neonectria ditissima
Neonectria faginata and N. ditissima exhibit important historical and pathological differences.
Neonectria ditissima is known to be native to the US and can infect a wide range of hardwoods (Spaulding
et al., 1936). The original host of Neonectria faginata on the other hand, has remained a mystery in the
beech bark disease system for the past 130 years. Although beech bark disease was first observed as a
serious problem in North America in the 1920’s and 1930’s, it took many decades for researchers to
understand the true identity of the Neonectria species that caused the disease. Many changes have also
occurred in the understanding of the taxonomic groupings of the fungal pathogens associated with beech
bark disease since the initial concern of BBD grabbed the attention of forest pathologists. Originally one
species of pathogenic fungi was thought to be associated with BBD. This fungus was thought to be variety
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of Neonectria coccinea, the fungal pathogen that infects European beech bark. However, at this time
Neonectria coccinea belonged to the genus Nectria (Castlebury et al., 2006; Ehrlich, 1934). The original
name given to the pathogen observed to cause BBD in north America was Nectria coccinea var. faginata
(Lohman & Watson, 1943).
Then nearly 40 years later, it was discovered there were two separate species of fungi that cause
necrotic lesions in American beech bark symptomatic of the BBD complex, both Nectria coccinea var.
faginata and Nectria galligena (Cotter & Blanchard, 1981). After this discovery, it was primarily observed
that Nectria coccinea var. faginata was initially the more aggressive pathogen in the spread of BBD. For
example, a unidirectional replacement of Nectria galligena by Nectria coccinea var. faginata to was
observed over a 10-year period in historically monitored stands of BBD (D. R. Houston, 1994).
Then in the more recent past, partially due to advances in technology, many rapid advances were
made in our understanding of the taxonomic groupings and ecological relationships between these separate
fungal pathogens. A few important highlights in these advances include, the discovery that both Nectria
species associated with BBD actually belong to the genus Neonectria, the pathogen known as Neonectria
galligena in the BBD complex was renamed to Neonectria ditissima, and Neonectria coccinea var. faginata
was actually found to be its own species: Neonectria faginata (Castlebury et al., 2006). Additionally, both
Neonectria ditissima and Neonectria faginata were found to be capable of co-occurring on the same tree at
the same time (Kasson & Livingston, 2009). And most recently it has been found the co-occurrence of these
two fungi at the spatial scale of a few centimeters within bark tissue is somewhat common (Morrison et al.,
2021). Furthermore, N. ditissima may be more virulent in American beech than previously thought (Stauder
et al., 2020).

BARK RESPONSE TO FUNGAL INFECTION
In response to Neonectria attack, several physiological process are induced in the host with the
collective purpose of forming an impenetrable barrier to partition the infection to the outer most bar regions
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in order to prevent permanent damage to the vascular cambium (Biggs, 1992). The successful partitioning
or “walling off” of Neonectria in American beech involves a vigorous host response in which a lignosuberized barrier zone stops the spread of the bark pathogen in the outer non-functional phloem layers.
Such a vigorous response to Neonectria infection restricts and isolates the infection as a small circular
raised lesion less than a few centimeters in diameter in the outer bark (Biggs, 1985; W. D. Ostrofsky &
Blanchard, 1983; Oven et al., 1999). Such a successful “walling off” results in what is known as a raised
(superficial) canker.
Raised cankers play an important interactive role in hypothesized feedbacks between Neonectria
and C. fagisuga by modulating bark structure in distinct isolated patches (delimited raised cankers). This is
because the initial infection associated with the development of raised cankers directly reduces trunk
surface area that is colonizable by scale insect in the form of bark necrosis. However, over time, the as the
tree grows, the dead surfaces of raised (superficial) cankers fissure and provide access to healthy living
bark and shelter (refugia) that is favorable to scale insect colonization. Therefore, in the case of raised
cankers, although surface area of colonizable tissue is reduced for scale insects in the short term, the quality
of the developing tissue at the outer and inner margin of cankers becomes highly favorable to scale insects.
The other type of canker commonly discussed in BBD literature is known as a sunken canker. Sunken
cankers are true cankers given they cause permanent functional damage to the tree. Sunken cankers are the
result of a less vigorous response in the host and a strong Neonectria infection that reaches the cambium,
which results in an open wound to the xylem layer for the tree. The tissue comprising the margin of sunken
canker wounds quickly becomes a refugia for scale insects (D. R. Houston, 1975).
The third important type of bark response pattern is the development of wound rhytidome both in
delimited and continuous patches along the bark surface. Wound rhytidome develops when a patchy mosaic
or continuous layer of superficial to semi-superficial bark necrosis occurs over time from continuous
Neonectria infection. Wound rhytidome can also develop opposite of large open wounds or decay columns
restricted to one side of the bole. The function of wound rhytidome can differ depending on if it forms
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solely from vigorous responses associated with raised superficial cankers or if it forms because of a
combination of superficial cankers, sunken true cankers and decay columns. In the former case it offers
protection, at least for some period and in the latter, it contributes to scale insect refugia.

Figure 3-1: Diagram depicting the development of wound rhytidome as a result of host response to prior Neonectria
infection (center) and scale insect refugia in a canker that shares characteristics of both a raised and sunken canker (bottom
left)

The final response type that is important to discuss is the lack of response. The lack of response to
Neonectria infection leads to large continuous sheets or strips of Neonectria fruiting on a single tree (Shigo,
1972). The cause these sheet infections is poorly understood, however they have serious negative
implications for the host tree. In cases where such sheet infections occur the host experiences significant
functional losses associated with a significant increase in risk for mortality due to reductions in vigor and
the impending colonization of saprophytic fungi and potential opportunistic pathogens such as Ganoderma
applanatum (D. R. Houston et al., 1979).
All three of these responses to Neonectria contribute to substantial alterations of bark structure on
host trees. It is not known how altered bark structure from prior Neonectria infection impacts future
Neonectria growth nor how scale insect influences Neonectria growth aside from serving as a predisposing
factor to initial Neonectria infection at the margin of disease spread. These questions are at the root of
understanding potential feedbacks between scale insect and Neonectria in aftermath forests.
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From field and histological observations, we consider three distinctly observable zones to occur in
the phloem in associated with an isolated Neonectria infection. Depending on the season which appears to
be correlated to the stage of the lesion, the prevalence of these zones may differ. In this work we refer to
these general zones as the necrotic tissue zone, the active infection zone, and the host response zone.
Additionally, we also refer to the combination of all three zones as the entire affected area or lesion and we
refer to the combination of the necrotic zone and the active infection zone as the infected area.
The relative size of each zone likely provides information about the pathogen phenology, growth
rate, host susceptibility and vigor. At the microscopic level the host response zone can be delimited from
the infected tissue by the ligno-suberized boundary of cells that separates these two zones. The lignosuberized layer can easily be detected with sudan IV, a biological dye that specifically binds to suberin
(Figure A 7(b)). Ultimately, the size of this zones is likely related to the subsequent development of
symptoms that potentially give rise to a specific pattern of altered bark structure (raised, sunken, continuous
induced rhytidome, unresponsive diffuse (sheet) infection).

HYPOTHESIS TESTING
The purpose of this experiment is to contribute to the clarification of three main uncertainties of
aftermath BBD dynamics in North America related to Neonectria growth within the framework of hostmediated feedbacks between scale insect and fungi. 1) How does alter bark structure, a common
characteristic of aftermath forests impact Neonectria growth? 2) How does local scale insect density impact
Neonectria growth? And 3) How does the co-inoculation of N. faginata and N. ditissima differ from
independent inoculations given the co-occurrence of these two species in aftermath stands? Furthermore,
given the available resources in the Garnas lab, we also look at the potential for interactions between
Neonectria isolates of differing origins to impact disease dynamics across bark type and scale insect density.
Our fundamental question can be summarized as: “Do Neonectria growth rates differ as a function of
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altered bark, local scale insect density, Neonectria species and isolate, and interspecific competition
between species?” Through answering this question, we aim to uncover key insights on the interactions of
Neonectria ditissima and N. faginata in the potential for host-mediated feedbacks between disease agents
to take place in the BBD aftermath forest.

METHODS
MAIN INOCULATION STUDY
LAB AND FIELD METHODS
We inoculated 40 trees with Neonectria across two size classes and two general bark types (rough
and smooth). For each tree, inoculation treatments consisted of N. faginata, N. ditissima, both species and
a control. Each tree had a minimum of two and a maximum of three covarying scale insect density
treatments 1) no evidence of scale insect within a 15 mm radius of the inoculation points and 2) low
densities of scale insect within a 9 mm radius of the inoculation point, and when present 3) high densities
of scale insect within a 9 mm radius of the inoculation point. High densities of scale insect were defined as
when wax mass densities had >10% cover at the inoculation point (3 mm radius) and >10% cover within a
9 mm radius from the center of the inoculation point on each tree. Inoculations were administered by
creating a 6 mm diameter circular wound with a sterile biopsy punch. A 6 mm agar plug colonized by the
appropriate assigned Neonectria treatment was then placed in the wound and covered in tape (Figure 3-2).
All lesions were inoculated during the last two weeks of October 2019 and sampled during the last two
weeks of July 2020.
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Figure 3-2: Pictorial depiction of inoculum preparation and field inoculations

Ten months after inoculation, the periderm layer at the site of each inoculation was carefully
removed with a razor blade in order to expose, characterize and measure the lesion that formed. Lesions
were measured photometrically through setting the images to scale and manually tracing up to three zones
within the lesion in the ImageJ graphical user interface (Schneider et al., 2012). All lesions were partitioned
into up to three measurements, the necrotic zone area, the active infection area, and the host response area
(Figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3: Representation of the quantified zones within each lesion

The necrotic zone is characterized by the dark brown dry, cracking and flaking bark and phloem
around the center of the infection/inoculation. The active infection zone is characterized by reddish-brown
to orange pigment with high moisture content within the tissue, directly outside of the dry necrotic zone
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and is most likely associated with the active spread of Neonectria and/or indicates that the lesion was still
active at the time of sampling. The host response zone is characterized by a tan ring (darker in color than
healthy living phloem) at the outer border of the lesion. Histological investigations of the host response
zone revealed that the outer margin is highly suberized (Figure A 7, Table A 4). Furthermore, in control
wounds, aside from the necrosis of the 6 mm injury site, this was typically the only tissue type present
(Figure A 5). The size of host response zone may be associated with host susceptibility to Neonectria
infection or site quality and overall tree health.
We also quantified scale insect percent cover and natural defect percent cover for a 25 cm2 area
around the center of the inoculation from two image overlays that represent pre and post periderm removal
around experimental lesions. Images were automatically aligned using the computer vision technique
known as linear stack alignment with the US patent protected scale invariant transform algorithm (SIFT)
available for use in ImageJ (Lowe, 2004; Schneider et al., 2012). We then produced label maps for each
inoculation that contained area and spatial data for scale insect colonies and natural defects surrounding the
inoculation points which in some cases overlapped with lesion area (Figure 3-4). Label maps are the
simplification of a raw photo into regions of interest for quantification while maintaining the spatial scale
of the original image. Within each image we also recorded presence-absence of three variables that were
commonly observed. These variables were tarry spot (slime flux) (D. R. Houston, 1975; Shigo, 1972), the
presence of fungal tissue at the bark surface which we refer to as partial fruiting structures because it has
the appearance of deformed perithecia, and the presence of oribatid mites feeding on mycelium at the bark
surface (Figure A 2).
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Figure 3-4: Pictorial depiction of an Inoculation label map, pre-sampling (left), post-sampling (center), label map (right)

To supplement experimental data, we also utilized the observational data on Neonectria perithecia
densities from the observational survey of beech bark disease across a latitudinal gradient in the state of
New Hampshire that is discussed in depth in chapter two. The density of Neonectria fruiting bodies was
rated for both the north and south side of every tree independently. This was done because trunk aspect is
known to have an effect on bark microclimate (Kautz et al., 2013; Nicolai, 1986). Additionally fresh
perithecia and deteriorating perithecia were rated separately. This was done because Neonectria perithecia
have thick hardy cell walls (Chaverri et al., 2011) and their remnants may last up to several years on a tree.
Fresh perithecia associated with recent fruiting events are easily distinguishable based on their bright red
color which fades over time and they can sometimes turn black in tandem with the deterioration of
individual perithecia within clusters of lesions. The density rating for Neonectria was based on a descriptive
categorical value as described (Table A 1). The bark type was also recorded for every tree by observed
percent cover for the north and the south side independently. This observational data on Neonectria rating
as well as bark type percent cover is utilized in this chapter as supplemental data to contribute to our report
for how characterized host bark types may impact Neonectria growth.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL TESTS
The effect of bark type, localized scale insect density, fungal inoculation
treatment and size class on lesion size
For the main inoculation study, we constructed univariate linear mixed effects for different
measured features of the lesions from artificial inoculations including necrotic tissue, active infection,
infected tissue, boundary zone and lesion (Table 3-1). The model examined patterns across scale insect
presence, host bark type, host size class, and species or species combination of inoculated fungi (or control).
Our model examined these predictor variables as a full factorial design that included all two-way and threeway interactions (e.g., bark type X size class X species X scale insect). Experimental tree was also included
as a random effects variable.
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Table 3-1: Summary of response, predictor and random effects variables for mixed effects models for analysis of inoculation
experiment

Descriptions and/or Notes
Dry nonliving tissue, dark brown in color

Univariate response Necrotic zone
variables
Active infection zone
Infected tissue
Boundary zone

Wet discolored tissue, orange in color
Necrotic + active infection zones
Suberized, dense tissue, distinguisable from healthy
phloem by texture and darker color
Necrotic + active infection + boundary zones
Rough / Smooth

Lesion
Predictor variables, Bark Type
fixed effect plus
Scale Insect
interactions

Random effects

Presence / absence within a 15 mm radius of
inoculation site
10-20 cm / 20-30 cm
N. faginata, N. ditissima, Co-inoculation, Control
Two-way interactions

Size Class
Fungal Inoculation Treatment (FIT)
Bark Type X Scale Insect
Bark Type X Size Class
Bark Type X FIT
Scale Insect X FIT
Scale Insect X Size Class
Size Class X FIT
Bark Type X Scale Insect X Size Class Three-way interactions
Bark Type X Scale Insect X FIT
Bark Type X Size Class X FIT
Scale Insect X Size Class X FIT
Individual experimental tree with up to 12
Tree
inoculations

We examined significant main effects and interaction effects to test the following hypotheses
related to Neonectria growth rate: 1) Neonectria growth rates are driven by local scale insect population
densities, 2) Bark type drives differential growth rates in Neonectria due to differences in substrate quality,
and 3) fungal species, isolate, and/or coinfection influences growth rate.

The effect of localized defects and post-inoculation scale insect density on lesion
size
For the 25 cm2 multilayered label maps that contained features from both pre and post periderm
removal layers at the inoculation site, we constructed a linear mixed model with the continuous predictor
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variables of post sampling scale insect density (scale insect densities restricted to healthy tissues
surrounding the lesion within the label map), proportion of natural defects within label map (defects can
overlap with lesions), dbh, and fungal inoculation treatment. The goal was to examine the relationship
between these variables with quantified lesion zone areas (response variables). We considered all two and
three-way interactions for predictor variables (scale insect X natural defect density X dbh X fungal
inoculation treatment). We conducted this analysis to investigate if there were correlations between scale
insect density and defect density, and DBH at the localized level that may be impacting the observed
significant interaction effect of scale insect presence-absence and size class from the primary results of our
main set of mixed-effects model.

The effect of bark type and fungal inoculation treatment on the occurrence of
partial fruiting structures and tarry spot (slime flux) in 10-month-old infections
For our categorical data on lesion characteristics (tarry spot & partial fruiting structure) we
conducted 2 chi-square tests with fungal inoculation treatments (N. faginata, N. ditissima and coinoculation). Chi-square test 1 tested for a relationship between the presence or absence of partial fruiting
structures and fungal inoculation treatment and Chi-square test 2 tested for a relationship between the
presence-absence of tarry spots (slime flux) and fungal inoculation treatments. Based on these results we
then conducted two additional chi-squared tests to examine the sub-effect of bark type.

The effect of fungal isolate and isolate combinations on lesion size
For the final analysis of inoculation data, we conducted a set of one-way ANOVA tests on isolated
Neonectria strains and their combinations within fungal inoculation treatments to test for significant
differences in lesion size by genotype origin. We also explore the relationship between infected tissue areas
and host response areas across isolate origins.
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SAPLING STUDY
FIELD METHODS
We also conducted a small study on 80 American beech saplings on Kingman farm in Madbury,
NH. For this small study we tested for differences in the growth of 7 genotypes of Neonectria faginata
collected from different regions. For each genotype, 10 saplings were inoculated, and 10 additional saplings
were also inoculated with sterile agar as controls. The inoculation process involved cutting into the phloem
layer with a sterile razor blade placing a 6 mm diameter plug of inoculum onto fresh phloem tissue, pressing
the cut bark piece back on top of the inoculum (sandwiching the inoculum) and then wrapping the
inoculation area in parafilm. We left inoculation areas wrapped in parafilm for the duration of this
experiment. One year later, all saplings were harvested and removed from the forest and the lesion height
and width was measured with a digital caliper to test for differences in growth between isolates.

DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL TESTS
The effect of N. faginata isolate on lesion size
Next, for the sapling data we conducted an ANCOVA test in R with sapling diameter as the
covariate with the response variable of lesion width. ANCOVA was chosen because there was variation in
the diameter of inoculated saplings. Additionally, sapling data meets the assumption that there is not a dbh
* genotype interaction because there is no difference in the slopes of each genotype. For a post-hoc analysis
test we then conducted Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparisons between isolates.
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OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL TESTS
The relationship between perithecia density, scale insect density and bark
roughness from observational study
Lastly, we conducted two relevant analyses using data from our observational study that was
discussed in detail in chapter 2. For the first analysis we constructed a final mixed-effects model with the
response variables of old perithecia density and fresh perithecia, the predictor variables of bark roughness
and tree size class and the random effect of site (Perithecia density ~ back roughness X tree diameter +
random effect: site). For the second analysis we examined the direct relationship between scale insect
density and perithecia densities with linear regression analysis for both old, fresh, and old + fresh perithecia
densities as a function of scale insect density on each tree. We also compared these results to inoculation
study results where applicable.

RESULTS
MAIN INOCULATION STUDY
The effect of bark type, localized scale insect density, fungal inoculation
treatment and size class on lesion size
Neonectria faginata treatments had the largest lesion size at the time of sampling, the coinoculation treatment had intermediate lesion size and N. ditissima had the lowest mean lesion size of the
three fungal treatment types (NF, ND, Both) (Figure 3-5). The mixed effects model for overall lesion size
(entire affected area) was overall moderately predictive (R2=0.46) with 19% of the variance explained by
the random effect of experimental tree (Table 3-3). For the size of the entire lesion there was a significant
three-way interaction effect between fungal inoculation treatment (FIT), scale insect presence-absence and
bark type (F = 2.96; df = 3,272.9; p = 0.0326) .
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Figure 3-5: Mean lesion size (mm2) (y-axis) as a function of species and combination (x-axis)

Compared to other mixed effects tests, our model fit for active lesion was low (R2 = 0.18). This
indicates that there is a lot of variability in the active infection response variable that is not accounted for
based on the factors in our mixed-effects model. Additionally, the random effect of tree accounts for 0% of
the variability in this model. Active infections were only present in 26% (n = 77) of inoculation treatments
(excluding controls) 10 months from inoculation (the time measurements took place). Additionally, 81%
of active infections were found on rough bark trees. Despite this high variability and low proportion of
inoculation treatments that were still active, the 3-way interaction effect between bark type, FIT and scale
insect was significant (F = 3.74; df = 3,278.3; p = 0.012).
Like the model with the response variable of active infection, the mixed effects model with host
response zone area also had a lot of variability (R2 = 0.3) and the random effect of tree only explained 7.6%
of the variability. Despite this, two meaningful significant main effects were found. Bark type was a
significant predictor value for host response zone area (F = 10.55; df = 1,40.6; p = 0.002) as well as FIT (F
= 14.34; df = 3,282; p < 0.0001).
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For the necrotic area response variable, the model was fairly predictive (R2 = 0.47), the random
effect variable of tree explained 17% of the variability’ and there was one significant fixed effect and one
significant interaction effect involving different predictor variables. The significant fixed effect was FIT (F
= 37.95; df = 3,272.5; p < 0.0001) and the significant interaction effect was size class and scale insect
presence-absence (F = 4.47; df = 1,292; p = 0.035).
The final univariate response variable that we tested was the area of infected tissue. The area of
infected tissue includes both the area of the necrotic zone and the active infection zone. The model with
this response variable had that best fit out of all the mixed effects inoculation models (R2=0.48) and the
random effect of tree explained 20% of the variance in the model. There were two significant interaction
effects reported in this model involving different predictor variables. The two-way interaction between
scale insect and size class was significant (F = 3.22; df = 3,266; p = .023), as well as the 3-way interaction
between bark type, scale insect, and FIT (F = 2.95; df = 3,267; p < 0.033).
For the three-way interaction of bark type, scale insect presence-absence and FIT on the response
variable of infected tissue, fungal inoculation treatments (excluding controls) inoculated into rough bark
trees had larger mean areas when in the absence of localized scale insect. In contrast, unlike N. faginata
and the co-inoculation treatment, N. ditissima did not differ in the mean area of infected tissue between
scale insect presence-absence treatment groups on smooth bark trees (Figure 3-6). The results for the twoway significant interaction between size class and scale insect presence-absence indicate that large trees
(20 – 30 cm) in the absence of localized scale insect (15mm radius) had overall larger infected areas
irrespective of fungal inoculation treatment or bark type (Figure 3-7). Furthermore, the three-way
interaction of bark type, scale insect presence-absence and FIT for active infection is a result of the much
larger areas of active infection for N. ditissima treatments in rough bark (Figure 3-8).
Next, when we examined the relationship between active infection and host boundary zone across
fungal inoculation treatments, we found that N. faginata had the greatest mean infection area, coinoculations had intermediate and N. ditissima had the smallest mean size of infected area. This relationship
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between fungal inoculation treatments reverses for the area of the host boundary zone. N. ditissima
treatments were associated with the largest boundary zone areas and N. faginata was associated with the
smallest (excluding controls) (Figure 3-9, Figure A 18). Furthermore, we see when scale insect densities
are pooled together into presence-absence categories, mean lesion size is larger in the absence of scale
insect. However, this relationship appears to be more complicated than this. Because when we don’t pool
high and low density scale insect treatments, lesion size area for the co-inoculation treatment is actually the
largest with the high density scale insect treatment (Figure 3-10, Figure A 19) However, the sample sizes
for high density treatments are substantially lower than the low density and no local scale insect treatments.

Table 3-2: Table of p-values indicating significant main effects and interaction effects for response variables from analysis
of inoculation experiment results

Predictor Variables

Bark Type
Scale Insect
Size Class
Fungal Inoculation Treatment (FIT)
Bark Type X Scale Insect
Bark Type X Size Class
Bark Type X FIT
Scale Insect X FIT
Scale Insect X Size Class
Size Class X FIT
Bark Type X Scale Insect X Size Class
Bark Type X Scale Insect X FIT
Bark Type X Size Class X FIT
Scale Insect X Size Class X FIT

Entire
Affected
Area
0.2082
0.0053**
0.2002
<0.0001***
0.1446
0.4934
0.0774
0.5407
0.0648
0.7584
0.592
0.0326*
0.9252
0.7923

P<0.05=*, P<0.01=**, P<0.001=***
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Response Variables
Active
Infected Necroctic
Host
Area Infection Response
Area
Area
Area
0.7122
0.241 0.0006***
0.0024**
0.0055**
0.0725
0.0336*
0.2437
0.1192
0.1037
0.6651
0.8606
<0.0001*** <0.0001***
0.0034** <0.0001***
0.178
0.8215
0.0539
0.414
0.5612
0.7501
0.4659
0.3772
0.0355*
0.162
0.0114*
0.3439
0.706
0.3649
0.0479*
0.3199
0.0471*
0.0352*
0.7388
0.8194
0.4544
0.4231
0.8248
0.9892
0.9337
0.735
0.7682
0.2613
0.02*
0.6213
0.0115*
0.5392
0.9302
0.9467
0.8465
0.6868
0.7947
0.1628
0.2536
0.9199

Table 3-3: Percentage of variance explained by the random effect of tree, model fit values, and significant main effects and
interaction effects for each response variable from mixed models for the analysis of inoculation experiment results

Response Variables
Entire Affected Area
Random effect: 19%
R2 = 0.46
Infected Area
Random effect: 20%
R2 = 0.48
Necrotic Area
Random effect: 17%
R2 = 0.47
Active Infection
Random effect: 0%
R2 = 0.18
Host Response
Random effect: 7.6%
R2 = 0.3

Sign. Interactions or Main Effects

DF

DFDen

F-Ratio p-value

Bark Type · Scale Insect · FIT

3

272.9

2.96 0.0326

Scale Insect · Size Class

1

288

3.97

0.047

Bark Type · Scale Insect · FIT

3

270

3.33

0.020

FIT

3

272.5

Scale Insect · Size Class

1

292

4.47

0.035

Scale Insect · Bark Type · FIT

3

278.3

3.74

0.012

FIT

3

282

14.34 <0.0001

Bark Type

1

40.6

10.55

37.95 <0.0001

0.002

Entire affected area: necrosis + active infection + host response, infected area: necrosis + active infection

Figure 3-6: Mean size of infected area from inoculations (y-axis) by fungal inoculation treatment (FIT) (point color), scale
insect presence-absence (x-axis upper) and bark type (x-axis lower), error bars = 1 ± se
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Figure 3-7: Bar plots representing the interaction effect between scale insect presence-absence (bar color) and size class
(upper x-axis) in the infected area of inoculations (y-axis) from the inoculation experiment. Bark type was included (loweraxis) to show lack of interaction with these predictor variables

Figure 3-8: Mean lesion size of all inoculation zones (y-axis) by species and bark type (x-axis)
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Figure 3-9: Infected tissue area (y-axis) as a function of fungal inoculation treatment (point colors) and host response zone
area (x-axis), error bars = 1 ± se

Figure 3-10: Mean lesion area (y-axis) by species, and scale insect density treatments (x-axis), error bars = ± 1 se
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The effect of localized defects and post-inoculation scale insect density on lesion
size
To further investigate the relationship between response variables related to lesion size, we looked
at the predictive strength of the proportion of natural defects (continuous), the density of localized scale
insect (continuous), fungal inoculation treatment (nominal), and host DBH (continuous) on the response
variables which are the areas that comprise different zones of lesions within our 25 cm2 multi-layer
inoculation label maps (Figure 3-11).
For the necrotic zone, 24% of the variability was explained by the random effect of tree. The model
was a fairly good predictor (R2=0.56) of this response variable, and there was a significant interaction
between fungal inoculation treatment and natural defect density (F = 5.46; df = 2,178.7; p = 0.005). Within
this interaction, N. faginata treatments had a stronger negative relationship with natural defects than coinoculation or N. ditissima. For the boundary zone response variable our model was not as predictive overall
(R2=0.32), however the interaction effect between scale insect density and dbh was significant (F = 5.26;
df = 1,204.2; p = 0.0228). The random effect of tree explained 18% of the variation for boundary zone area.
For the response variable of entire affected area (entire lesion), the model was fairly predictive (R2 = 0.42),
and the random effect of tree explained 33% of the variability. For this model there were no interaction
effects but two significant main effects: natural defect density (F = 13.42; df = 1,77.76; p = 0.0005) and
fungal inoculation treatment (F = 10.48; df = 2,167.4; p < 0.0001). For the active infection response
variable, the model was poorly predictive (r2=0.17), the random effect of tree explained 15% of the variance,
and there was only the main effect of fungal inoculation treatment. (F = 4.08; df = 2,171.1; p = 0.0185).
Finally, for the infected area cumulative response (necrotic + active infection zone), the model was fairly
predictive (R2=0.49), the random effect of tree explained 33% of the variation, and there were no significant
interaction effects but two significant main effects: natural defect density (F = 16.35; df = 1,84.22; p =
0.0001) and fungal inoculation treatment (F = 20.73; df = 2,171.7; p = 0.0001).
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For the significant interaction effect between scale insect density and DBH it is observed that when
tree diameter is smaller, overall lesion size is unaffected by scale insect density. However, as dbh increases
to mid ranges, the amount of scale insect appears to have a greater impact on the size of the infected area.
However, at the largest dbh values, the effect of scale insect becomes less clear based on the fact at the
highest scale insect densities, the factor of DBH does not interact in the same way or potentially at all
(Figure 3-12). The significant interaction effect between fungal inoculation treatment and natural defect
density appears to be the result of a disproportionate negative impact of defect density on N. faginata growth
compared to other fungal inoculation treatments (excluding control) (Figure 3-13). Finally, although this
was not a relationship being tested for with inoculation label maps, there is a significant quadratic
relationship between scale insect density and natural defect density. In this relationship, scale insect density
is the highest at mid-range defect densities. Therefore, this should be considered in the interpretation of any
significant effects or conclusions from these results (Figure 3-14, Figure A 16, Figure A 17).

Figure 3-11: Overview of inoculation label maps. Upper left: layer one of inoculation imaging pre periderm removal, upper
center: layer two of inoculation images post periderm removal, lower left: inoculation label maps with the combination of
labeled features from layer one and layer two, upper right: montage of layers one and two from a subset of inoculations,
lower right: montage of the label maps created for analysis
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Figure 3-12: 3d scatter plot with drop lines representing the interaction effect between scale insect density (z-axis) and DBH
(x-axis) on host boundary zone size (y-axis) from inoculatoin label maps
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Figure 3-13: Row one: Individual host response areas for inoculation treatments (y-axis) as a function of label map natural
defect density (x-axis), row two: Infected area (y-axis) as a function of label map natural defect density (x-axis), row three:
individual host response areas for inoculation treatments (y-axis) as a function of label map scale insect density (x-axis),
row four: infected area (y-axis) as a function of label map scale insect density (x-axis)
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Figure 3-14: Scatter plot with fit line representing the significant quadratic relationship between scale insect density – the
percent of wax cover on healthy tissue within the label map (y-axis) and natural defect density – the percentage of natural
defects within the 25 cm2 label map area (x-axis) from inoculation label maps

The effect of bark type and fungal inoculation treatment on the occurrence of
partial fruiting structures and tarry spot (slime flux) in 10-month-old infections
To investigate the relationship between the occurrence of partial fruiting structure from artificial
inoculations, fungal inoculation treatment and bark type, we conducted two separate Pearson’s chi-square
tests to investigate if there was a difference between the observed and expected occurrences of the presence
or absence of observed partial fruiting structures (pfs) by fungal inoculation treatment and pfs by bark type.
The expected counts are the projected frequencies of pfs occurrence observed on fungal inoculation
treatments for the null hypothesis. The null hypotheses are that partial fruiting structure occurrence is
independent of bark type and partial fruiting structure occurrence is independent of fungal inoculation
treatment. However, in this case we failed to reject the null hypothesis for fungal inoculation treatment
(FIT) as we found the relationship between FIT and partial fruiting structure occurrence to be highly
significant X2(df = 2, N = 253) = 86.104, p < 0.0001. Overall, 73.5% of N. faginata treatments, 38% of coinoculations and 8% of the N. ditissima treatments produced partial fruiting structure. The sub-effect of
bark type on the N. faginata treatment was also significant for partial fruiting structure occurrence X2(df =
1, N = 85) = 10.632, p = 0.0011. In total, 90% of N. faginata treatments inoculated into smooth bark trees
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produced partial fruiting structure while only 60% of N. faginata treatments inoculated into rough bark
treatments produced partial fruiting structure in 10-month-old infections (Figure 3-15).
We also conducted chi-square tests to investigate the relationship between tarry spot (slime flux)
occurrence and fungal inoculation treatment as well as tarry spot occurrence and bark type. Overall
compared to partial fruiting structure, tarry spots were much less common, nonetheless the chi-square test
statistic for the relationship between bark type and tarry spot presence was significant (X2(df = 1, N=276)
= 17.69, p <0.0001). This is a significant positive relationship between rough bark and tarry spot presence
with 78% of tarry spot occurrences occurring on rough bark. In the case of N. faginata treatments, 12% of
rough bark treatments had signs of tarry spot, while only 1% of smooth bark treatments had signs of tarry
spot at the time of sampling. Although there wasn’t a significant relationship between fungal inoculation
treatment and tarry spot, N. ditissima had the highest percent of tarry spot overall with 23% of N. ditissima
treatments having signs of tarry spot in 10-month-old infections. In contrast, only 12% of N. faginata
treatments and 13% of co-inoculations had signs of tarry spot in 10-month-old infections. Visual examples
of partial fruiting structure and tarry spot can be found in figure A 5 of the appendix.
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Figure 3-15: Number of occurrences of partial fruiting structure (y-axis) at the time of sampling as a function of fungal
inoculation treatment (FIT) (lower x-axis) and tree bark type (upper x-axis)

The effect of fungal isolate and isolate combinations on lesion size
When we investigated the effect of isolate on the lesion size for fungal inoculation treatments, no
significant relationships were found between the response variables related to lesion size and origin of the
isolate for both independently inoculated and co-inoculated fungal treatments (Figure 3-16, Figure A 18).
We do note that one strain of N. ditissima had a notably larger mean than the other strains, however this
was not significant. Additionally, of the N. ditissima isolates, the locally sourced N. ditissima isolate from
American beech had nearly the same mean for infection and response zone areas in the absence and
presence of scale insect. This did not occur for any other isolate and two of the other isolates were nonlocal and the third was sourced from an alternative host (Betula lenta) (Figure 3-17).
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Figure 3-16: Mean lesion sizes (y-axis) for individual isolates of N. ditissima (left) and N. faginata (right). Isolate origins are
listed on the x-axis

Figure 3-17: N. ditissima isolates grouped by scale insect presence-absence as a function of infection size (mm2) (y-axis) and
host response size (mm2) (x-axis), error bars = ±1 se. Dashed lines represent the mean difference and the direction of the
difference between host response zone size and the size of infected tissue for each strain
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SAPLING STUDY
The effect of N. faginata isolate on lesion size
The results of our ANCOVA analysis show that isolate covarying by DBH has a significant effect
on lesion length (F = 9.22; DF = 7; p = <0.0001; R2=0.58). Overall, isolates that originated from closer
distances to the study area (Adirondacks and Maine) had smaller lesion dimensions compared to strains
from West Virginia and Michigan. Additionally, our post-hoc analysis (Tukey HSD pair-wise comparisons)
showed that both Michigan isolates and one of two West Virginia isolates had significantly larger lesion
dimensions (length * width) than the Maine isolate (Table 3-4).

Figure 3-18: Upper: mean dimensions (y-axis) of N. faginata isolates from sapling study, lower: mean diameter (y-axis) of
saplings for isolate group
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Table 3-4: Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparisons post-hoc analysis results of sapling study

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
The relationship between perithecia density and scale insect density
Our linear regression analysis of perithecia density as a function of wax density indicated there
were no strong relationships between scale insect density and perithecia density. Regression analyses did
report a very weak positive relationship between these two variables, however, given the general
descriptions of the categorical variables used to score densities (Table A 1), this relationship is not strong
enough to draw conclusions based on this weak positive relationship. Overall, given the R2 values for these
models (Figure 3-19), these results indicate the response of perithecia density score is highly variable when
the sole predictor is scale insect density score at the tree level.
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Figure 3-19: Upper left: Whole tree detiorating perithecia density score (y-axis) as a function whole-tree wax density score
(x-axis), upper right: fresh perithecia density score (y-axis) as a function of wax density score (x-axis), bottom: all perithecia
density score (y-axis) as a function of wax density score (x-axis)

Relationships between perithecia density, bark roughness and tree size class
Signs of both fresh Neonectria perithecia and old Neonectria perithecia (deteriorating discolored
perithecia) were most common on trees with 50%-90% smooth bark and larger than 30 cm in diameter
(Figure 3-20, Figure 3-21). For fresh perithecia, the second highest density by bark roughness category was
in the smooth category (< 90% smooth bark). In contrast, deteriorating perithecia were least common in the
smooth bark group however perithecia density score in this bark category increases by tree size. The
summary of fit for the mixed-effects model for fresh perithecia density across bark roughness and size class
categories was only weakly predictive (Adj. R2 = 0.12) with the random effect of site explaining 7% of this
variability. However, the main effects of tree size and bark roughness were significant. The degree of bark
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roughness factor was the stronger predictor variable (F = 7.14; df = 3, 505; p <0.0001), followed by size
class (F = 3.23; df = 2, 527.7; p = 0.04). For the response variable of the density of old deteriorating
perithecia, the mixed-effects model had a similar model fit (Adj, R2 =0.15) and the random effect of site
explained 10% of the variance. The interaction effect between bark type and size class was significant (F =
3.56; df = 6, 526.9; p = 0.0018) for the response variable of old perithecia density rating.

Figure 3-20: Old Neonectria perithecia density ratings (y-axis) grouped by bark roughness and size class (point colors and
sizes) from observational study, error bars = ± 1 se
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Figure 3-21: Fresh Neonectria perithecia density ratings (y-axis) grouped by bark roughness and size class (point colors and
sizes) from observational study, error bars = ± 1 se

DISCUSSION
MAIN INOCULATION STUDY
The effect of bark type, localized scale insect density, fungal inoculation
treatment and size class on lesion size
The results of our experimental inoculations indicate that fungal inoculation treatments (Neonectria
species and their combination), overall host bark structure, as well as localized bark defect density, localized
scale insect density and host size class all impact Neonectria growth in American beech bark tissue. It
appears bark type, scale insect density and species interact and impact the entire size of the lesion while
scale insect and host size class appear to interact in a way that impacts areas of the lesion that do not include
the host response zone.
Most surprisingly, localized scale insect presence within a 15 mm radius of the inoculation point
appears to impact Neonectria growth in a marginally antagonistic way. However, only for the co-
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inoculation treatment lesion size was largest for high density scale insect treatments (>10% scale insect
cover at the inoculation point (6 mm circular area) and >10% scale insect cover within a 9 mm radius of
inoculation point). Therefore, it is speculated that at low levels of scale insect, localized induced defenses
are impacted in such a way that is antagonistic to Neonectria growth. On the other hand, interactions
between co-inoculated Neonectria species at high localized scale insect densities may interact with
localized host defenses in such a way that benefits fungal growth. However, this relationship needs further
investigation as our high scale insect density treatments were underrepresented compared to the low-density
treatment, and localized absence (Figure 3-10).
It has been observed that scale insect feeding may induce internal micro galls in the bark that cause
spheres of ligno-suberized periderm to develop (Gričar et al., 2017; Lonsdale, 1983). I have personally
observed these structures from histological investigations of bark tissue and have included an example
(Figure A 6). It is also widely discussed throughout BBD literature that it is believed that C. fagisuga may
be capable of deactivating certain bark defenses (Ehrlich, 1934; Munck & Manion, 2006; Wainhouse et al.,
1988; Wainhouse & Gate, 1988). However, such galls appear to be comprised of the same tissues involved
in the walling off of Neonectria infection. Although, at the very center of the galls is a dense stone cell core.
This core may have previously been parenchyma that was fed on by scale insect. This is speculated because
all stone cells are immature vulnerable parenchyma at some stage of their cellular life cycle within bark
tissue (Esau, 1960). If this stone cell core is truly the result the feeding of a lone or possible small colony
of scale insects, it does appear at the site of feeding that host defenses were inhibited. This inhibition was
however restricted to a small internal cluster of cells and the surrounding bark tissues responded by forming
the typical ligno-suberized barrier observed in non-specific bark response. Therefore, micro-galls caused
by scale insect are an indicator that host responses are not completely deactivated by scale insect feeding.
This fact may in part account for the antagonistic relationship observed between localized scale insect
presence and fungal growth.
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Furthermore, feeding density may be very important to the physiological interactions between scale
insect and host. Indeed, at high scale insect densities, large colonies cause a noticeable discoloration in the
phloem layer that is not apparent in the dissection of bark with low scale insect densities (Ehrlich, 1934;
Lonsdale, 1983). Perhaps there is a density threshold for scale insect that causes the relationship it has with
Neonectria to shift between an antagonistic to a highly facilitative role. Given that scale insect densities are
typically quite low in the aftermath zone but are also highly variable and can be found in high densities as
well, an antagonistic impact of low densities of scale insect typical of BBD aftermath stands on Neonectria
growth supports prior research discussing the potential of self-regulation among disease agents (Garnas et
al., 2011). However, there are many exceptions in the BBD system. Sheet infections on low density scale
insect trees is one of these exceptions that does not align with this speculation (Shigo, 1972). Furthermore,
based on the limited supporting results that we have, a density threshold switch between an antagonistic
and facilitative relationship between scale insect density and Neonectria growth needs to be investigated
further.
For the scale insect and size class interaction, it was the largest trees in the absence of scale insect
(when scale insect was pooled by presence-absence) that were associated with the largest lesions. This
could imply that at the localized tissue level, the bark tissues of larger trees are more favorable to fungal
growth. In contrast, irrespective of the presence or absence of potentially induced defenses from scale insect
feeding, the bark of small trees may be less favorable to Neonectria growth based on our results (Figure
3-7).
Based on our mixed-effect models, our predictor variables (bark type X fungal inoculation
treatment X scale insect density X size class) had the highest explanatory value for the size of infected
tissue (necrotic zone + active infection). For the significant effect of fungal inoculation treatment, it was
expected that the mean infected tissue area for N. faginata would be larger than N. ditissima based on
previous studies that find N. faginata to be the more aggressive pathogen (D. R. Houston, 1994; Kasson &
Livingston, 2009). The intermediate size of infected tissue in co-inoculations between N. faginata and N.
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ditissima was unexpected and presents difficulties in the interpretation of why this occurred. The infected
area of co-inoculations was consistently smaller than independent inoculations of N. faginata but larger
than independent inoculations of N. ditissima. One explanation for this may be that, at least for N. faginata,
the spatial overlap of another species in bark tissue at the most localized level causes N. faginata to infect
smaller areas of tissue. One reason this might occur is because one or both fungi may be reallocating energy
to reproduction rather than growth as a response to being crowded by another reproductively incompatible
species.
Another possibility for the reason behind the intermediate size of the infected tissue from coinoculations may be related to host-mediated interactions between N. faginata and N. ditissima that impact
the growth of one or both species. In other systems it has been observed that biotrophic pathogenic fungi
and necrotrophic pathogenic fungi can interact in a way that reduces growth and reproduction for the
biotroph (Orton & Brown, 2016). Furthermore, plants are known to commonly have differed defense
mechanisms against biotrophic and necrotrophic fungi (Glazebrook, 2005). Programed cell death and
induced responses regulated by the salicylic acid pathway are the primary defenses against biotrophs while
necrotrophs are not limited by programmed cell death or the set defenses induced by the salicylic acid
pathway. Necrotrophs are limited by the defenses induced by jasmonic acid pathway (Glazebrook, 2005).
At the level of bark phenotype, there was an important significant interaction with fungal
inoculation treatment that partially explains differences in lesion size in 10-month-old infections. There is
a clear difference in the size of the infected area for N. ditissima between smooth and rough trees (Figure
3-8). And for the response variable of active infection, there is also a significant three-way interaction
between fungal inoculation treatment, bark type and scale insect presence – absence. This significant threeway interaction is the result of large active infections being found for N. ditissima on rough bark trees in
the absence of localized scale insect densities 10-months from initial inoculation (Figure 3-6). We speculate
that the infected area of N. ditissima is so much larger when inoculated in the absence of local scale insect
on rough bark trees because this species is more adapted to facultative necrotrophic characteristics in fungal
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growth than N. faginata. In fact, recently it has been confirmed that the presence of Neonectria ditissima in
American beech is associated with advanced tree decline (Morrison et al., 2021). Additionally, N. ditissima
infects a wide range of hardwood species in a way that induces a unique response in the host known as
perennial target canker (Biggs, 1992; Spaulding et al., 1936; Stauder et al., 2020). In the case of perennial
target canker, N. ditissima essentially persists at the edge of live and dead tissue.
Based on the relative differences between N. faginata, and D. ditissima and the co-inoculation
treatment from figure 3-6. The co-inoculation treatment and N. faginata are similar sizes for the factors of
smooth bark in the absence of localized scale insect, while this is the lowest size for N. ditissima. The tissue
environment of smooth bark beech absent of localized scale insect does not immediately benefit
necrotrophic characteristics of bark dwelling micro-organisms. This causes N. faginata to dominate within
the co-inoculated area of insect-free smooth bark patches. This dominance is represented by the fact the
size of infected tissue areas for co-inoculation more closely resembles the area of the infected tissue from
independently inoculated N. faginata treatments on insect-free smooth bark patches. In the absence of scale
insect on rough bark, however, N. faginata and N. ditissima are similar in size and this is the only occurrence
of the co-inoculation treatment being smaller than the independent N. ditissima treatment. Based on these
results it appears it is the successful growth of N. ditissima that inhibits co-inoculation size. These results
also lead to the prediction that that wound periderm and native periderm tissues support higher N. faginata
infections and areas of wound rhytidome support higher N. ditissima infections based on the speculated
greater degree necrotrophic tendencies in N. ditissima compared to N. faginata.
Furthermore, given the significantly larger host response zone area observed to be induced by N.
ditissima, compared to N. faginata. The size of host boundary zone area may be related to necrotrophic
interactions between host and fungi. A necrotrophic interaction in this case may involve infection of the
developing boundary zone causing the host to continually induce additional cellular responses that cause
the overall size of the host response zone to increase. Given the infection patterns of N. ditissima on other
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hardwood species, an interaction between N. ditissima and host that cause prolonged active infections and
larger boundary zones is not out of character for this species.
It is also important to note that the random effect of tree explained 20% of the variation in the size
of infected tissue. At least some of this variation explained by this random effect is likely due to differences
in pre-existing and induced bark chemistry. It is well known that bark chemistry can highly vary within and
between tree clones (Laitinen et al., 2004). Therefore, measuring components of bark chemistry will likely
increase our understanding in the variation of Neonectria lesion size.

The effect of localized defects and post-inoculation scale insect density on
lesion size
A concern in this study is that scale insect density is confounded by natural defect density. What
we observed was a quadratic relationship between defect density and scale insect density across inoculation
label maps. We do not believe this quadratic relationship interferes with the results of the main study
involving tree level bark classification, but it is causing a lack of confidence for label map results. However,
the relationship by itself is interesting and aligns with our hypothesized refugia synergism between
heterogenous mixtures of wound periderm and wound rhytidome discussed in chapter two.

The effect of bark type and fungal inoculation treatment on the occurrence of
partial fruiting structures and tarry spot (slime flux) in 10-month-old infections
Based on the results of our chi-squared tests on partial fruiting structures and the occurrence of
tarry spot. There is a significant relationship between partial fruiting structure presence and Neonectria
faginata as well as a sub-effect of partial fruiting structure presence and smooth bark trees within the N.
faginata treatment. For tarry spot on the other hand, there is a significant positive relationship between the
occurrence of tarry spot inoculations with rough bark trees. Additionally, there is a nonsignificant but larger
proportion of tarry spots occurring from N. ditissima inoculations within rough bark trees than N. faginata
and co-inoculation. We speculate that partial fruiting structure presence is associated with late-stage lesions
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and tarry spot is associated with early-stage lesions. Thus, these two Neonectria species may have key
differences in their phenology that is impacted by bark type. Neonectria ditissima may also be active for a
longer period, have a delayed phenology, or grows more slowly in bark than Neonectria faginata. Such
differences between Neonectria species are well within the realm of possibility given that different
genotypes of the same species of fungi have been documented to differ in phenology (Selosse et al., 2001).
The fact such a disproportionate number of N. faginata lesions had partial fruiting structure at the time of
sampling indicates the possibility that lesion development had happened much more rapidly, and the fungi
had already entered a stage where behavior of the pathogen had switched from tissue degradation to
investing in asexual reproduction via conidia on the bark surface (Børve et al., 2015). Furthermore, during
this experiment, we observed a N. faginata inoculation and an N. ditissima inoculation approximately 5 cm
apart and when both lesions were sampled 10 months after they were inoculated, one lesion was very clearly
more active than the other at the time of sample. The more active lesion was from the N. ditissima
inoculation (Figure A 5 (F)).

The effect of fungal isolate and isolate combinations on lesion size
There were no significant differences in the mean lesion sizes of independent isolates within species
group nor between isolate combinations (Figure 3-16, Figure A 18). These results indicate that based on
the strains that were used, differences in virulence across Neonectria strain has little impact virulence and
thus little impact on hypothesized host-mediated feedbacks between disease agents. It is noted however that
out of all isolates, the local strain sourced from a local beech near the study site was the only isolate to have
nearly the same mean size for the infection zone and the host response zone as well as in the presence and
absence of localized scale insect ( Figure 3-17).
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SAPLING STUDY
The effect of N. faginata isolate on lesion size
In contrast to the main inoculation study, one of the strains in the inoculation study was significant
significantly lower than the three of the other strains tested. The significant difference was observed
between the Maine strain which was significantly lower than both Michigan strains and one West Virginia
strain (Figure 3-18, Table 3-4). One potential explanation for this is that more virulent strains of Neonectria
faginata may be more successful in spreading across the landscape. Given that the first observation of BBD
was in Nova Scotia, Canada, strains from Michigan and West Virginia have traveled far distances in the
succeeding century since the first observations of BBD. This explanation is only valid however if N.
faginata was not somehow present in these areas before scale insect arrival which is unknown but unlikely.
Another explanation is that both the Michigan strains and West Virginia strain have adapted to the
respective climates they were sourced from in a way that they are released from growth limiting factors in
the climate of New Hampshire. In contrast, the Maine genotype is in the relatively same climate from where
it was sourced.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
The relationship between perithecia density and scale insect density
Based on the high variability observed between scale insect and fungi presence in the aftermath
forests (Garnas et al., 2013; Munck & Manion, 2006), it was not surprising that there was no relationship
between scale insect density and perithecia presence (Figure 3-19). The lack of relationship between the
presence of these disease agents in aftermath forests may be partially due to the immediate losses of living
parenchyma caused by Neonectria infection in the outer bark. This is because of the nutritional reliance of
C. fagisuga. While this should result in a negative relationship between Neonectria and scale insect, this
could be masked by the fact scale insect could also still be facilitating future Neonectria infection.
Furthermore, Neonectria infections develop in the spring and summer but the signs of Neonectria are not
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typically visible until the fall in the form of perithecia. Therefore, there may not be a direct correlation
between perithecia density and Neonectria density.

Relationships between perithecia density, bark roughness and tree size class
The fact that fresh perithecia were found to be most abundant on trees with less than 50% roughness
may indicate that bark structure interacts with the rate of successful infection of Neonectria (Figure 3-21).
Based on our results, we speculate a possible scenario where trees with greater than 50% roughness which
contain large areas of non-living tissue on the outer bark surface, may reduce the successful germination of
Neonectria spores especially for N. faginata. Additionally, it is known that N. ditissima fruits less frequently
than N. faginata (Stauder et al., 2020). Therefore, perithecia density may be more correlated to N. faginata
density than N. ditissima density. Furthermore, since Neonectria infection induces bark structure responses,
this may be the reason that old perithecia were more common than fresh perithecia on trees with greater
than 50% roughness (Figure 3-20).

NOTEWORTHY NATURAL HISTORY OBSERVATIONS
During lesion measurements for the main inoculation study, aggregations of mites speculated to
belong to the order Oribatida were observed on 22% of all inoculation wounds, including controls. Since
this time, it has become clear to me that this mite species is highly prolific on beech bark as well as the bark
of other tree species. Given that this mite feeds on fungi, I speculate it may have a minor role in the dispersal
of Neonectria (Figure A 2). I also noted some interesting observations in the effect of tarry spots on the
lichens, bryophytes, and other epiphytes. It appears the liquid contents being exuded by the host tree consist
of components that are poisonous to both lichens and non-vascular plants (mosses). Potentially the chemical
compounds within the liquid exudates characterized as tarry spots may have antimicrobial and/or toxic
properties.
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Lastly, although a definitive role of Xylococculus betulae in the BBD system remains unproven,
during this research, I made many interesting observations on the phenology and mating habits of this native
scale insect. I was also able to successfully breed this species in captivity, but I was unable to successfully
reinfest trees (Figure A 2). Additionally, in some areas in the White Mountains, I observed X. betulae at
very high densities. These densities were so high that the characteristic excretory tubes of this species
caused trees to appear as if they were coved in a thin layer of hair. Despite the unknown level of involvement
this species has in BBD dynamics, X. betulae appears to be benefiting from the new habitat that they gain
access to through the processes in volved in the development of disease altered beech bark structure.

CONCLUSION
In this work I demonstrate the importance of host-mediated feedbacks to infection that generally
limit bark suitability for future generations of scale insects and fungi in the BBD system. There is a clear
dichotomy between rhytidome and periderm regarding scale insect establishment. Continuous smooth
periderm on susceptible hosts is highly vulnerable to scale insect colonization given the relatively thin
physical barrier it provides for phloem parenchyma. However, the interaction of the surrounding
environment can interact with the smooth surface structure of this phenotype in a way that prevents scale
insect from remaining. Stemflow from rain is one example of how this occurs. From our observational
study, we saw a distinct difference between the high establishment rates on artificially infested smooth bark
trees that are controlled from the environment versus the lower naturally occurring scale insect densities on
smooth bark trees. Rhytidome on the other hand is inhospitable to scale insects when in a continuous state
over the bark surface, and therefore can provide a nontrivial layer of protection against disease. However,
the mixture of these two bark types appears to be highly beneficial for scale insect. This is because, the
variations in structure between the two synergize for scale insects as a refugia. The development of mixed
levels of these tissues is inherently under the control of diseased induced feedbacks between scale insect
and fungi.
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The multidimensional and multidirectional nature of disease triangle interactions (host X pathogen
X environment) combined with time, provides the framework for understanding variability in the signs and
symptoms associated with beech bark disease. The spatiotemporal aspects of beech bark disease may be
partially masked due to asynchronous indirect interactions that occur between disease agents and host
response. Additionally, given that the beech scale which is the predisposing factor to infection is impacted
by changes in bark structure, the levels of susceptibility in host trees to Neonectria infection are also
impacted by bark structure. Furthermore, it also appears that Neonectria ditissima may be more virulent
under the conditions of altered bark structure. This suggests there is a component of N. ditissima that
benefits from the tissue conditions created by BBD prior infections. The lesion size of N. faginata on the
other hand, appears to be largely unaffected by bark structure differences. Moreover, based on the
moderately antagonistic relationship observed between localized presence of scale insect and fungal
growth, our results indicate there is another layer of complexity to host-mediated interactions between
disease agents beyond physical changes in bark structure.
The underlying slow but certain changes in bark structure in susceptible beech undoubtedly have a
fundamental level authority in the direction and strength of observed feedbacks between scale insect and
Neonectria species over time. The potential for changes in bark structure to protect the host from the disease
as well as facilitate aspects of the disease are both possibilities observed in our results. Therefore, hostmediated feedbacks play an important role in the observed variability in disease expression within beech
bark aftermath forests of New Hampshire.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
Table A 1: Categorical ratings used to assess and classify experimental trees and trees from observational study across a
~140-mile latitudinal gradient
Perithecia Density
0
1
2
3
4
5
Wax Density
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
0
1
2
1
2
3
4
DS
DF

1
2
3
4

absent
sparse localized perithecia or scattered circular infections, i.e., as in a delimited canker
scattered moderate fruiting, i.e., where larger areas of dead bark occur
many isolated circular infections with heavy perithecia fruiting
large areas with heavy fruiting, such that part of the diseased or dead tree is conspicuously red or brownish.
evidence of old fungus
Description

no colonies visible.
from one colony to very light scattered individual female colonies. One or two larger colonies only
light to moderate scattered colonies. Some larger colonies may be present
moderate infestation, many colonies visible. Substantial number of larger colonies may be present
heavy infestation. Many large colonies present. Some colonies coalescing:
very heavy Infestation. Much of bark conspicuously white.
Raised canker code Description
No raised cankers visible
Few, scattered pushed-out Neonectria cankers
Moderately abundant (10-50) raised or pushed out cankers
Heavy, knotted appearance on much of bole, or covered in pushed out cankers
Sunken canker code Description

0
1
2
3

0
1
2

Description

Tarry code

no dimples visible
very shallow to shallow dimples present
many clearly visible dimples
heavy, deep dimpling
Description

Crown class

tarry spots absent on assessment area
1 to 5 tarry spots
6 to 10 tarry spots
more than 10 tarry spots
Description
Green
Slight chlorosis
Marked chlorosis
Description

Tree thinness

dominant
co-dominant
intermediate
overtopped
dead snag
deadfall
Description

Tree chlorosis

Normal crown density
Some reduction in size or amount of crown foliage
Marked thinness of crown foliage
Tree condition Description
Good (Foliage green, <10% dead crown branches)
Fair (Foliage green to yellow green; 10-50% dead crown branches)
Poor (Foliage green to yellow green, >50% dead crown branches)
Dead (No foliage alive)
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Figure A 1: Photo plate of different types of wound rhytidome associated with BBD (A,B,D,F), native rhytidome (C,E) and
delimited cankers (G,H). A) Early stages of wound rhytidome developing from coalescing cankers, B) induced rhytidome
from severe stem damage or cavity development occurring on the opposite side of the stem, C) susceptible inner bark
becoming exposed in fissures (orange colored tissues) on native rhytidome, D) late stage wound rhytidome, E) native
rhytidome without exposed inner bark, F) wound induced rhytidome with large fissures exposing inner bark and facilitating
scale insect establishment, twice stabbed lady beetle (Chilocorus stigma) also present; G: low density of open raised cankers
with wound rhytidome exposure beginning to occur at the center cankers, H) high density of sunken cankers associated
with significantly compromised structural and functional integrity of the host
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Figure A 2: A) Aggregation of oribatid mites feeding on hyphae in inoculation wound, B) close-up of oribatid mite, C) male
and female Xylococculus betulae mating in captivity, D) male Xylococculus betulae with vestigial wings, E) female
Xylococculus betulae mobile stage
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Figure A 3: A) X-ray of healthy beech bark, arrow 1 points to phellogen, arrow 2 points to vascular cambium (20x); B) xray of C. fagisuga infested bark, arrow points to C. fagisuga instar (20x); C) x-ray of beech bark bearing Neonectria
perithecia, arrow points to perithecium (20x)
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Figure A 4: A) Unidentified orange fungal hyphae on disease beech bark (400x), B) closeup of unidentified fungal hyphae
on diseased beech bark (1000x), C) Neonectria perithecia on beech bark, note the fungal mats that form between the
phelloderm and phellogen (20x); D) fungal tissues of unidentified species causing the phellem (stained blue) and phelloderm
of beech bark to separate, dye: ferric chloride and lacmoid (400x)
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Figure A 5: A) Partial fruiting structures forming from N. faginata inoculation of sapling, B) close up of partial fruiting
structures, C) partial fruiting structures forming from N. faginata inoculation on mature smooth bark beech, D) tarry spots
(slime flux) forming around artificial inoculation, E) an example of a control wound from inoculation studies; F) N. faginata
inoculation (left) and N. ditissima inoculation (right) 10 months after being inoculated - they were inoculated in the same
tree at the same time ~5 cm apart from one another
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Figure A 6: A) Arrow 1 points to scale insect stylet sheath embedded in phloem parenchyma cells, arrow 2 points to tip of
stylet sheath exposed where brittle, necrotic bark tissue has fallen away, light microscopy (1000x); B) speculated microgalls induced by scale insect feeding, structures consist of rings of internal wound periderm surrounding a dense stone cell
core, fluorescent microscopy (200x)
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Figure A 7: A) example of non-specific bark response to scale insect feeding, sudan IV dye highlights the development of a
ligno-suberized barrier zone (200x); B) Example of non-specific bark response to very shallow Neonectria infection, sudan
IV highlights host boundary zone in red (200x); C) unidentified fungal hyphae within xylem ray cells of diseased beech,
high concentrations of vacuoles also observed with cells and traveling between bordered pits of cell walls, fluorescent
microscopy (1000x); D) small sclerified micro-gall speculated to be caused by scale insect feeding (200x); E) sclerified
phloem ray cells, dyed with rhodamine red 6g under fluorescent microscopy (200x); F) Safranin O dye showing the
concentration of lignified tissues at the edge of a xylem injury in diseased American beech with extensive sunken cankers,
vacuole concentrations also are observed to increase within the vicinity of injury site (400x)
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Table A 2: Mean egg count and standard error for 20 manually counted samples of each egg density for the challenge assay
experiment

Table A 3: Orthogonal contrast reporting significant differences in densities between low and medium eggs densities versus
high eggs densities but not between the low egg density treatment versus the medium density treatment for challenge assay
experiment

Figure A 8: Ordered histogram of artificial infestation establishment rates (y-axis) at the tree level (x-axis). Background
colors correspond to tree bark type, black represents rough, red represents smooth.
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Figure A 9: Violin Plots of mean scale insect percent cover (y-axis) by bark type (x-axis upper label) and size class (x-axis
lower label), color of individual points correspond to egg density treatment for reference
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Figure A 10: Mean percent cover results from the scale insect challenge assay experiment (y-axis) as a function of tree size
class (point size) and all three egg densities (point color). Error bars = ± 1 se

Figure A 11: Mean wax percent cover from artificial infestations (y-axis) as a function of the original mean scale insect
density rating for experimental trees (x-axis), error bars = ± 1 se
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Figure A 12: Observed-expected scale insect colonization rate (y-axis) of bark macro-features (colors) as a function of
overall establishment rate, bark type and size class. Hollow points indicate low establishment (<1%), filled points indicate
high establishment (>1%); small points indicate 10 – 20 cm, large points indicate 20 – 30 cm; diamond points indicate rough
bark, circular points indicate smooth bark; error bars = ± 1 se
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Figure A 13: 95% confidence ellipses for bark roughness and size class plotted over PC 1 (x-axis) and PC 2 (y-axis)

Figure A 14: Observed (proportion of scale insect in cankers) - expected (proportion of cankers in challenge assay area) (yaxis) as a function of the proportion of fissures within cankers (x-axis)
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Figure A 15: Dimension two of the whole-tree bark structure PCA from the observational study bark (y-axis) as a function
of mean basal area for each site (x-axis), error bars = ± 1 se

Figure A 16: 3d scatter plot of the proportion of infected tissue within main inoculation study label maps (y-axis) as a
function of fungal inoculation treatments (FIT) (excluding controls), scale insect density (x-axis), and proportion of defect
area in label map (z-axis)
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Figure A 17: 3d scatter plot of the proportion of the boundary zone within main inoculation study label maps (y-axis) as a
function of fungal inoculation treatments (FIT) (excluding controls), scale insect density (x-axis), and proportion of defect
area in label map (z-axis)
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Figure A 18: Mean lesion sizes (y-axis) from the main inoculation study grouped by isolate combination of N. ditissima and
N. faginata (x-axis). Isolate origin combinations are indicated by point colors and background colors along the x-axis, see
legend to reference color combination to origins
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Figure A 19: Fungal inoculation treatments from the main inoculation study grouped by scale insect density as a function
of infection size (y-axis) and host response size (x-axis), error bars = ±1 se
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Table A 4: Methods used to infiltrate bark samples with paraffin by hand to be processed on a rotary microtome for
subsequent staining to examine bark anatomy at the cellular level
Step

Description

Dehydration 1: 70% ethanol soak

30 minutes room temperature (rt)

Dehydration 2: 90% ethanol soak

30 minutes rt

Dehydration 3: 95% ethanol soak

30 minutes rt

Dehydration 4: 100% ethanol soak

1 hour rt

Xylene infiltration 1: Ethanol:Xylene 3:1 soak

30 minutes rt

Xylene infiltration 2: Ethanol:Xylene 1:1 soak

30 minutes rt

Xylene infiltration 3: Ethanol:Xylene 1:3 soak

30 minutes rt

Xylene infiltration 3: 100% Xylene soak

1 hour rt

Paraffin infiltration 1: Xylene:Paraffin 3:1

30 minutes rt

Paraffin infiltration 2: Xylene:Paraffin 1:1

30 minutes rt

Paraffin infiltration 2: Xylene:Paraffin 1:3

1 hour rt

Paraffin infiltration 3: Pure Paraffin Soak 1

1 hour in a 65 degree Celsius water bath

Paraffin infiltration 4: Pure Paraffin Soak 2

1 hour in a 65 degree Celsius water bath

Paraffin infiltration 5: Pure Paraffin Soak 2

Overnight in 65 degree Celsius water bath
Remove warm paraffin infiltrated sample from histosette and place in
warmed disposable base mold, place histosette on top of base mold and
fill base mold with liquid paraffin
Place base mold on ice pack or chill on metal surface to expedite
solidification process
Once paraffin has solidified the paraffin embedding sample now anchored
to the histosette can be removed from the mold and stored in the freezer
until thin sectioning

Paraffin embedding 1
Paraffin embedding 2
Paraffin embedding 3
Frequently Used Stains

Purpose

Aniline blue

Turns callose tissue bright blue

Acridine orange

Causes lignified cells to fluoresce bright yellow

Sudan IV

Stains suberized cells turn orange and red

Phloroglucinol & HCL

Clears all pigments and stains lignified cells red

Lactophenol cotton-blue

Stains chitin bright blue

Toluidine blue

Polychromatic staining of phloem tissue

Lacmoid and Ferric chloride

Nonlignified cells: brown, lignified: blue, callose: bright blue
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